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INTRODUOTION 1.
AN important

series of f a c t s

seems

to p r o v e

beyond d o u b t

the

heredity of finger-pattel'ns. Demonstl'ationof suchheredityand especially
any attempt

a t g e n e t i c a l a n a l y s i s a r e l n a d e lnos]b d i f f i c u l t b y t h e e x i s t -

e n c e of t.he f o l l o w i n g c o m p l i c a t i o n s :
(a) C o m p l i c a t i o n s a r i s i n g f l ' o m t h e f a c t t h a t t h e i n h e r i t e d f a c t o r s
c a r r i e d b y o n e d e v e l o p i n g i n d i v i d u a l s h o w t h e i r e f f e c t s u p o n n o less
1 Throughout the text and gables film word "finger" is used in the sense of "digit."
Thus "first finger" moans •he thumb, "'second finger" glle index, and so on. The apical
pads presenting the p~gterns are spoken of as "'finger.balls," for which ghcl'e is 11o exact
English equivMent.
Journ. of Gen. xv
1
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than ten fingers, which, as we soon learn, very seldom develop their
patterns in the same way.
This fact makes it necessary to find means of comparing and summing
up the patterns of all ten fingers in order to get some expression l'epl'esenting the characteristics of the whole individual. A method of doing
so will be demonstrated in this paper.
(b) Complications arising from the fact, easily demonstrated, that
each of the ten fingers differs from all the others with regard to the
statistical frequency with which it presents the sevel'a] types of fingerpatterns.
Until the causation of this peculiar fact is properly understood, no
full appreciation of its genetical significance is attainable. Upon this
point much is still left. for further investigation, not only of the digits
of different human races, but also those of dif~el'ent mammals.
What has caused the different development of papillary patterns
upon the various fingers? In this paper this question will be discussed
only in passing: for a definite answer further investigations are needed,
especially applied to material collected fox"this speqial purpose.
Fully acknowledging the diiticulties entailed b'y the complications
mentioned, and also the uncertainty which attaches to my conclusions,
I have found this topic contains so many problems of special as well as
of general interest that I venture to publish my results, hoping that they
may be considered, not as giving definite answers to the many questions
raised, but as a sufficient basis fox"further investigations.

CHAPTER 1.
(a) H:STO~:CA~R~MA~KS.
0ltr modern knowledge about the patterns formed by the papillary
ridges on human fingers is founded above all upon the results of Galton,
given in a series of papers among which his book on Finger P~'~nts(1892)
holds the first rank. A voluminous literature, from many different
countries, has, however, preceded as well as followed the publicagons of
Galton. A great part of modern literature deMs with the practical use
of finger-prints as means of identification (e.g. Daae (1904), Henry (1901),
Windt u. Kodiczek (!90~)), while among older publications those of
Purldnje (1823) and of Alix (1868) should be mentioned especially as
giving a general introduction to the vaiious questions involving the study
of papillary patterns. The papers of Kollinann (1883-85), of Blaschko
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(1884-97) and of Klaatseh (1887-88), constitute introductions to tits
ontogeny, the histology and the phylogeny of papillary ridges respectively.
Of special interest to the last-named side of the question are also
two very valuable papers by Whipple (1904) and by Sehlaginhau_fen
(1905 a) treating the papillary patterns, the former of the palms and the
latter of the soles of mammals, both showing the homology between the
papillary ridges of man and the ridges on the pads of different mammals,
the whole an'angement being especially similar in marsupiMs, primates
and man. Each palm and sole of the animals mentioned shows 11 pads,
viz. five apical pads at the distal end of fingers and toes, four itlterdigital

Fig. 1 a. Didelphysmarsulg{alls,left anterior ehiridium. (Whipple, 1904, Fig. 9, p. 279.)
b. Galago&m{dod~,left anterior chirMium." (Whipple, 1904,Fig. 12, p. 283.)
between the bases of the latter, and two more proximal ones, "thenar"
below the base of the first finger (toe) and "hypothenar" at the tdnar
side of palms and soles.
In the hands and feet of man papillary patterns may in rare cases
be fmmd at the same 11 places, although these patterns are undergoing
a reduction process, so that very often the more distal patterns only,
and especially the apical ones, are present. Both authors have also, c~N~e
independently, demonstrated in lower mammals a development of the
papillary ridges from smal! epidermal warts, each carrying the opening
of a sweat gland.
1--2
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With regard to the differellt types of papillary patterns Whipple
(1904) maintains that the typical pattern of elevated pads is tha~ of a
"whorl" in which the papillary ridges are arranged concentrically rolmd
~he highest point of the pad. When the pads are flattened, as is the case
both with the higher apes and with man, this original pattern is reduced
to more simple 'types.
Schlaginhaufen (1905 b), agreeiug with the view of Whipple, gives
further proof, not only of the reduction of the pattern in higher primates,
but also of its gradual development in the lower ones. This is shown
especially in the apical patterus of the sole.
Also Wilder has in a series of papers (1897-1919) treated the special
configuration of papillary patterns as found on the humafi palms and
soles, these patterns reln'esenting a continuous series of reduction stages
fi'om those of the elevated pads. The apical patterns of fingers and toes
of degenerated or psychically abnormal individuals have finally been
thoroughly investigated especially b / d ' A b u n d o (1891-189~), by F4r4
(].891-1906) and by Cevidalli (1906-11).
9Lists of literature are given by Schlaginhaltfen (1905 b) and later
especially by Wilder (1916). Bu~ even after that time, and besides the
papers mentioned in the lists, important contributions to the discussion
of papillary patterns have been given by Kleiweg de Zwaan (1911,
lgl(t), Collins (1913), by Furuse (1913), Poll (1914-22), by Kubo (1918),
Hasebe (1918), Stoclds (1921, 1922) and others.
The contents of these papers will partly be taken into consideration
in the following chapters.
(b) ~NI)IGATIONS OF ]TIEI~EDITu OF PAPILLAI~u PATTEI~NS.

Oalton has in his famous book on Einger P~'ints (1892) discussed the
question of heredity in a chapter con%aining much valuable material.
Through a statistical treatment of the finger-pa~terns of 150 fraternal
couplets; further, through an investigation of 17 sets oI twins, and
finally also through a comparison of children with their parents ia cases
in which both parents were "like-patterned," Galton reached a couclusion expressed in the following words (p. 189) : "The decided tendency
to hereditary transmission cannot be gainsaid in the face of these results,
but the number of cases is too few to justify quantitative conclusions."
More conclusive evidence is given by Wilder (1902, 190r 1908, 1916,
1919), although his attention has been directed more to palm and sole
patterns than to those of the fingers. About 50 sets of twins have been
investigated by him with the result that hands aud feet of duplicate
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(identical) twins are ~ound to be,strikingly alike with regard to the
occurrence of patterns upon pahns ilnd soles, 8nd also in their general
type, while this similarity (1919, p. 411) "does not extend in the lesst
to the finer det,~ils, the 'minutiae' of Galton." Examples are given of
twins, in the palms of which the 11 original patterns (five apical, four
interdigital, one thenar and one hypothenar) are all present (Fig. 2).
Considering the very rare occurrence of such cases .(according to
Wilder one or two ~.mong more than 1200 single individuals) their
occurrence in a pair of identical twins shows that the development
of patterns is determined in the egg, and therefore also that it most
probably will be inheritable.
Wilder h,~s also (1916) given the results of investigations of whole
families, in one of which the father had hands with both thenar and
hypothenar patterns, while 'these patterns were wanting in the hands o f
the mother. In the hands of six children "hypoth.enar" did not occur
,~t all, while the thenar was present in no less than ten hands. The author
concludes (p. 232): "As the thenar pattern is usually so rare (ca. ~ per
cent.) its almost universal occurrence in this family is without doubt due
to direct inheritance from the father" and further (p. 233): "Except for
the failure--in two of the 12 cases, the character acts like a Mendelian
domi~ant. On this basis the failure in these two cases may be explained
by (1) that the father himself is heterozygous, or (2) that the character
is not a unit character."
As already mentioned, Wilder does not seem to have given special
attention to the apical p~tterns, the "finger-patterns"; here, therefore,
the heredity cannot yet be considered proved, and still less so their
special mode of inheritance, even if the statistics of Galton as well as
the analogy with the just-mentioned patterns of palms and soles both
represent strong evidence in favour of heredity.
In the material of finger-prints belonging to the Court of Justice
of Kristiania there exist also several exumples of a very conspicuous
similarity between the prints of two, or even of three brothers. Especially
in one case in which a very rare formula of finger-prints ("arches" on
all ten fingers) occurs in two brothers the indication of heredity is very
strong.
Before this question can be definitely solved it will be necessary to
settle a series of other questions as to the statistical occurrence of the
different patterns upon each of the fingers, the correspondence between
different fingers, and the symmetry between the fingers of the right and
lef~ hands in respect of pattern.
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Such knowledge about these facts is indispensable for a sound
criticism of the family histories,
CI-IAPTEI~

2.

~ENERAL STATISTICS OF FINGER-PlaINTS.

As early as 1823 Purkinje showed that the finger-patterns represent a
series of well-definable types. Modern terminology is however, above all,
based upon the Nndamental works of Galton, distinguishing three main
types of papilla1T patterns, viz. whorls, loops, and arches (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Types of finger-p~tterns. A-C, whm'ls (A, typicM whorl; B, double spirM;
G, double (twinned) loop); D, loop; E, arch.

The whorls are eharacterised by the existence of two deltas, that is,
on each side of the pat%rn one ridge dichotomously divided o1" two
parallel ridges dichotomously separated, thus forming a triradius and
embracing the central part of the.pattern. In this part the ridges may be
drcular~ form single or double spirals or even other more irregular figures.
In the loops there is only one delta, while one or more ridges form
loops opening towards the side of the finger opposite to 'that of the delta.
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The loops may open towards the radial or towards the ulnar side of each
finger and according to this they are called radial or ulnar loops.
The arches i'epresent the simplest patterns, the ridges here nmning
in more or less deep curves from side to side of the finger without malting
any backward Sum or Swist. There is no real delta in the arch or, if a
delta should exisg, there is no ridge between ghis delta and the top
(" core") of the loop-axis.
Between these ghree types there exist many transi~ious; at times,
therefore, it may be difficult to distinguish the types. But, for the
ideHgification of crimiuals, ~he experts have in such eases agreed to use
for their classification a certain scheme which is explained and richly
illustrated, among others, by I-Ienry (1901), and by Windt u. Kodiezek
C90'~).
A statistical treatment of finger-patterns was undertaken first by
Galton (1892), arranging the prints of 500 individuals according to the
above charaeterised types. Similar statistics l~ave been published also
by later authors, their material consisting of normal or of degenerate
individuals belonging to different htmlan races. A comparison of the
results of the statistics published shows differences between them on
essential points, and it seemed necessary, in order to have a safe basis
for {urther consideration, first of all to make up new general statistics
btfilt upon a material large enough to exclude all disturbing effects of
chance.
I have, therefore, with gratitude, made use of the opportunity offered
~o me by the Director of the Office of Identification in Kristiania, Mr Waldemar Hansen, of studying the large material of finger-prints in his office,
taken from a numbe'r of 2~,518 individuals and counting, therefore, ten
times this number of fingers ~. The costs of a revision of this material have
been provided by the Nansen Fund, and the extensive and tiresome
statistical treatment of it has been carz'ied out by Miss Marit Lien. I
wish to use this opportunity of expressing my deep gratitude for the very
valuable support, in these ways, given to my investigation.
Table I gives a general view of the way in which the different types of
finger-patterns are distributed on the fingers, while the figures added
in [ ] give the results of Galton (1892)derived from his material of
500 individuals.
It is seen from the first horizontal line of this Sable that the three
types of finger-patterns are very unlike with regard to their numerical
1 A I)relimin~ry accoung of ghe mMn resul~s of ghis invesgigagion has been given by
me in 1923 (a).
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appearance within the whole material. (245,180 fingers), ~he whorls
(62,883) appearing in a percentage of 25.65, the loops (164,150) in 66.95
per cent., while ghe percentage of arches (18,14-7) is only 7-~L Such a
difference at once indicates ghat the finger-pat~erns in their occurrence
will prove to be subject to some constitutional law.
The results of Gallon, values of respectively 26 per cent., 67-5 per
cent. and 6.5 per cent., agree upon the whole very well Mth those just
mentioned from the Norwegian material. The sligh~ differences found,
also with regard to the various fingers, may be due either to racial
differences between the two populations investigated, or to ghe fact tha~
ghe materia] of Gallon was considerably less extensive than that used for
Table I.
In Table I we find, further, a conspicuous difference in the occurrence
of radial and ulnar loops, the lat~er appearing in a percentage of 61.14
of the number of fingers, while the percentage os radial loops is only
5-81.

The above s~atistcs refer l~o the whole matel:ial of fingers ~aken
together. The picture here given will be very much heightened through
a consideration also of each finger separately. All statistical daga concerning digits I - u will be found in separate lines, of Table I.
Digit I shows a percentage of whorls (35.04 per cent.) far beyond that
of the average, and it is further seen that this surplus is especially due to
the very frequent occurrence of whorls on the filst finger of right hands
(41.66 per cent.). In contrast both loops and arches give values below
the average, the lowest being that of radial loops occurring only on
0-34 per cent. of first fingers.
Digit II gives a statistical picture very different from that of the first,
the most characteristic features of which are, (1) the great correspondence
be'~ween right and left hands, (2) the surprisingly high value of radial
loops (23.98 per cent.) and the very high value also of arches (16.4:7
per cenk).
The occurrence of whorls upon digit II is somewhat, b u t not much,
higher than the average, while ulnar loops (30.66 per cent.) compared with
all other fingers are very much reduced in their numerical frequency.
Digit III is characterised first of all through a great surplus of ulnar
loops (70.44: per cent.), while high values are found also for arches
(11-03 per cent.). Whorls, on the other hand, and radial loops show low
values. _As in digit II there is a good correspondence between right and
lef~ hands.
In digit I u we meet with characteristics very similar to those of
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digit I. The whorls here again appear.in a percentage (37.10) very
remarkably snrpassing the average valne, this snrplns being, as in
digit I, especially dne to the very freqnent ocenrrence of whorls npon
digit IV of right liands (~.98 per cent.). The similarity with the first
finger holds good also for the statistical oecnrrence of loops and
arches.
Digi~ V finally is, s~ill more so than digi~ III, eharaeterised throngh
a very high percentage of nlnar loops (85.18 per cent.), while all other
types are on the mimls side of the average valnes. In the occnrrence of
whorls npon digit V there is a marked difference between right (13.72
per cent.) and left hands (8.30 per cent.).
Interesting snpplementary evidence as to ~he characteristics of the
varions fingers, now stndied on Table I, is fonnd in the staCisticM distribution of each pattern-type as shown in Table II (p. 12).
With regard to the whorls Table II shows tha~ this type is on all
fingers more freqnent in right than in lef~ hands. There is also a very
characteristic difference between the percentage of whorls npon ~he
varions fingers. Remembering that an eqnM distribntion of any type
shonld give for each finger the average vahle of 10 per cent., we find this
vMne far surpassed in digits I and IV of right hands with 16.2L1 per cent.
and 17.53 per cent. respectively, while the percentages of whorls on
digits I I I and V are seen to be very low.
With regard to the loops the interest lies first of all in a consideration
of the radial ones, these being, as already mentioned, very partienlar in
their distfibntion. Radial loops oeenr, as will be seen, with no less than
82.57 per cent. of their whole nnmber npon second fingers only, a little
more than half of this valne (~1~.29 per cent.) falling on right hands. On
all other fingers, especially on digits I and IV, radial loops are very rare.
In digit V there is a marked difference between right and left hands with
regard to the statistical oeenrrenee of radial loops, their vMnes being
here 5.33 per cent. in left hands, and only 0.29 per cent. in rights.
The mlmeflcal appearance of nlnar loops is of less interest in so far
as it seems to be only a fnnction of that of other pattern-types, the nlnar
loop being, as a fnndamentM type, always present where other more
special patterns have not taken its place.
The arches have, like the radial loops, their highest valnes on
digit II (44.50 per cent.), somewhat more on right than on left hands.
Also on digit III arches are relatively freclnent (29.81 per cent.), bnt here
as well as on the other fingers more arches are fonnd on left hands
tlian on riglits.
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Summing up the statistidal results we find very peculiar characteristics
of each of the ten fingers.
Digits I and IV form a group charac~erised by high percentages of
~vhorls and by a very considerable difference in their occur~'ence between

~'ight and left hands.
Digit II differs from all other fingers in the very fl'eguent occurrence
of ~'adial loops and also of arches, instead of ulnar loops. Characteristic
of this finger together with digit III is also the relatively great statistical
cor~'espondence between ~@t and l@ hands.
Digits III and V have the greatest nmnber of ulnar loops, while
arches are more frequent on the third finger. Digit V shows, like
digits I and IV, a considerable statis'dcal difference between right and
left hands.
The figures of Galton (added to those of Table I) prove to be in the
mMn lines consistent with my results, even if there are some differences
in details. The most remarkable difference is that of the whorls on digit I
showing, according to GMton's results, 4~ and 30 per cent. on right and
left hands respectively, while in my material the corresponding values
are ~1.66 per cent. and 28.42 per cent. This difference will, together with
the results also of other authors, be discussed in a following chapter.
APPENDIX TO ~ENEI~AL ~TATISTICS.

Before leaving the statistics of pattern-types a few other questions,
first raised by GMton, must be mentioned.
The statistical rate of symmet~'y between the fingers of both hands is
shown in Table !II for all fingers at-a time in the last horizontal row, and
for each of the five fingers in the upper rows. Galton's figures are added
in().
The highest rate of correspondence between right and left hands is
~ha~ of digit V, amounting to 87.61 per cent. of all individuMs investigated; but more than 80 per cent. are here seen to be due to eases of
ulnar loops and therefore are of no great interest. Galton has, for this
reason, omitted the fifth finger in his comparison. In digit III also the
great percentage of cases of symmetry (73.83 per cent.) is to a very high
degree due to the ulnar loops (57.76 per cent.). High rates of symmetry
are, however, found also in digits I and IV, 74.05 per cent. and 71.91
per cent. respectively; and here not only the ulnar loops but also the
whorls play a prominent part in the statistical picture of symmetry
with 23.93 per cent. and 24.72 per cent. respectively. The lowest per-
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cen~age of symmetry is found for digit II, 51.28 per cent. only of all
individuals having here the same pattern-%ype on bo~h hands.
No o~her finger has all differen~ pattern-types so equally represented
statistically as digit II; ~his finger, ~herefore, gives better ~han any of
the obhers material for a comparison of ~he various pa~terns with regard
to ~heir symmetrical occurrence.
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TAB~ III ~. Comp,~risonof pa~ern-~ypesas ~o t~heh"symmo~ricaloccurrence.
Taking all cases of symmetry in t;he pattern s of second fingers as a
whole, it will be found ~ha~ symmetry of whorls occurs in 36.86 per cent.
of these cases, of radial loops in 18.08 per cent., of ulnar loops in 29.17 per
cent. and of arches in 15"87 per cent. A comparison of these figures with
~he percentage given in Table I, showing ~he general distribution of
pa~erns on digit II, proves (Table I i I A) ~ha~ whorls play a considerably
more prominen~ par~ within the cases of symmetry (36.86 per cent.)
than in the general distribution of patterns in the whole material (26"89
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per cent.), while M1 other pattern-types show a percentage of symmetry
lower than that of their general occurrence:
A similar result was reached also by Galton (1892, p. 129) proving
'the "relationship" between whorls, on a centesimal scale, to be considerably greater than that of the loops.
Before leaving Table III, a few words should be said with regard
to the statistical results of Galton added in (). A s in Table I his
figures agree with mine in the main lines, but here one exception must be
mentioned, viz. the great difference in our figures with regard to the loops
of digit II, 38 per cent. (Galton) to 26.36 per cent. in my results, this
difference influencing of course also the sum total f o r t h i s finger (67 per
cent.--51.28 per cent.). Such a difference, however, is easily explained
as a consequence of Galton's treating all loops together as one gl'oup,
while in my tables ulnar and radial loops are separated. Besides the eases
of symmetry Mthin each of these groups considered by me, Galton h a s
counted also those cases in which one hand has an ulnar loop while there
is a radial loop on the other side:
In Table IV, again, a question is treated also raised by Galton (1892,
p. 121) about " t h e close similarity between corresponding entries relating
to the same and to the opposite hands."
After having demonstrated the figures found in'. ( ) in Table IV of
this paper, Galton adds (p. 122):
"Though t h e u n a n i m i t y of the results is yconderful, they are fairly
arrived ag and leave no doubt that the relationship of any one particular
digit...to any other particular digit is the same, whether the digits are
on the same or on opposite hands."
A statistical correspondence like that here shown by Galton would,
indeed, a~ first glance seem a very strange feature, and one which ought
to be taken into consideration in any discussion about the constitutional
nature of finger-patterns. It therefore seemed necessary for me to test
the statistical results of Galton upon the larger material at my disposal
(Table IV). ~
With regard to the mere figures my results confirm those of Galton,
even if the percentages reached are no't exactly the same, and if for the
loops, especially those of the second finger, ~he same difference is found
as in Table III, radial and ulnar loops no't being separated in Galton's
material.
But an attentive consideration of each special figure has made me
look upon the conformity between couplets of fingers of the same and
of opposite hands as a mere consequence of the general distribution of
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finger-patterns~ depending above all upon the statistical correspondence
of second as well as of thi~'d fingers of both hands. As soon as one of ~hese
two fingers is used for the comparison, a result like that reached by Galton
will be obtained, ~he asymmetry of the other link of comparison making
its e~ect in the percentage of the "same" hand to the same degree as
in that of the "opposite." In a comparison between digit I and digit IV,
in both of which the correspondcmmce between right and lcf6 side is less
pronounced, the difference between "same" and "opposite" hand is seen
to be rather considerable, the sum total here giving for the "same"
hand 61.82 per cent. (Galton 61 per cent.) while for the "opposite" it is
only 56.06 per cent. (Galton 57 per cent.). The same is foummdnot only
in the sum totals but also in each special figure of Table IV: if in one case
(for example the ulnar loops of digits I and III, ~he radial loops of digits
I and IV, the arches of digits I and IV) the percentage of correspondence
is found to be equal for the "same'! and the "opposite" hands, it is
always also fmmd (Table I) that one of the two links of comparison shows
a more or less complete statistical symmetry with regard to the pattern
in question.
CHAPTEE 3.
DISCUSSION OF

THE ~TATISTICALOCCURRENCE OF FINGER-PATTERNS.

Many questions ]nay arise fro'ore an attentive consideration of the
statistical results just studied. Above all, however, answers are wanted
to the following two groups of questions. What are the reasons for
(1) The peculiarities of digits I amid IV- their ,statistical similarity,
their great frequency of whorls and the very considerable surplus of this
pattern upon right hands--the last-named question applying also to
digit V~.
(2) The peculiarities of digit II, viz. the surprisingly high percentage
of radial loops, with the very high value also of the percentage of arches,
the last-named characteristics being to a certain degree found also in
digit III ~.
The answers to these questions can certainly not yet be given, and
even a thorough discussion of them would be outside the scope of this
paper. Some understanding of the characteristics of each separate finger
will, however, be of importance for our discussion of the heredity of
papillary pattel'n,~G it will therefore be necessary to state iu a few words
the different ideas which may present themselves for an explanation of
the statistical peculiarities mentioned.
Journ, of C~on,xV
2
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First, however, the question should be answered whether the materiM
used by me for the above statistics may be considered us represenbative.
No objection can be raised again,~t the size of a material containing
24,518 individuals; but the material is selected in so far as it consists
mainly of criminMs while, on the other hand, it represents a mixtm'e of
the several races composing the Norwegian population. My results have
been compared and agree very well with those of Galt0n fl.om 500 persons;
but he does not say from whence this material was taken, and it may
therefore perhaps also consist of criminals.
For this reason I have thought it important to lmdertake a thorough
comparison with other statistics available from literature, especially with
the statistical results from o~,her human races found in the papers of
Schlaginhalffen (1906) for a group of artists from India, Gasti (1907)
and Falco (1908) for various groups of the Italia, n population, Kleiweg
de Zwaan (19!1) for 500 natives fl'om Sumatra and 1300 from Nias,
Fro'use (1913) and I(ubo (1918) fox' a great number of criminals from
different parts of Japan and Korea, and Hasebe (1918) for school children,
students and nurses from Nigata (Japan) and for the Aino people. If,
on comparison with all these statistics, my results upon the Norwegian
material should prove wholly or partly to be confirmed, then I think
we shall be right in considering the peculiarities in question as general
characteristics of the apical patterns of human hands.
Such a comparison is carried out in Tables V-X, the contents of which
will now be considered.
Table V gives for the populations above-mentioned the total occm'rence (in percentage of fingers) of each pattern, the radial and ulnas'
loops not being, however, treated separately in the papers of Galton and
of Kleiweg de Zwaan. The table shows that, in all cases, the loops
represent the most frequent occm'rence (ca. 51-67 per cent.), while the
arches are relatively very rare (1.6-7"4 per cent.). All populations investigated agTee also with regard to the relative occurrence of radial
and ulnsr loops, the frequency of the latter amounting to more, and
often considerably more, than ten times that of the former. The p e r centages of whorls give an interesting picture in so far as this patter ntype in its occurrence seems to show characteristic racial differences. In
the populations from Eastern Asia we find no great difference between
the percentage of whorls (ca. ~3-45 per cent.) and that of ulnas" loops
(ca. 48-50 per cent.), while in the English and Norwegian populations
this difference is very great, the percentage of whorls being less than onehalf of that of the ulnar loops (Norwegians: 25"6-61.1 per cent.). The
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populations from India, Nias and the Ain.o people, as well as those from
I~aly represent a medium relation between whorls (32-39 per cent.)
and ulnar loops (53-61 per cent.).
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The results of Collins (1913) from Chinese, Indian and English populaffions, shown in Table V A, give a welcome supplement to the abovementioned. The Chinese here come in between the Japanese and Indians
with regard to the statistics of their finger-patterns. The difference of
2,--2
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Collins' resulb from- bhose of Gallon wi~h regard ~o English populations is,
however, very no~uble.
The distribution of each pattern in ~he various fingers is shown in
Tables VI-IX, ~hese ~ables Caking, however, only ~he larger populations
in consideration. The distribution of.whorls is seen h'om Table VI. I~
proves for each of ~he populations investigated to be charac~erised by ~he
same peculiarities found in ~he s~a~is~ical results of Norwegians alone,
viz. a relatively very h'equen~ occurrence of whorls upon digits I and IV
and especiMly upon ~hese fingers Of right hands, while the lowes~ amoun~
of whorls is found on digits III and V, ~he s~a~is~ical difference between
righ~ and lef~ hands being conspicuous also with regard ~o digit V.
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One remark should, however, be made with regard to the two first
lines of this table:
~n Korea men and women have, by Kubo, been investigated sepal'a~ely+, and i~ is WOl'~h no~iee, ~ha~ in ~he Korean women ~he surplus of
whorls upon ~he fingers of righ~ hands is very considerably smaller ~han
m any o~her population investigated, and even ~haC on digits I I I and V
~he s~a~istieat 1'elation between l'igh~ and lefg hands is, wi~h regard ~o
~he occm'renee of whorls, reversed. A question ~o be solved ~hrough future
investigations is, whether ~his peculiarity of ~he Korean women is
characteristic of ~his popula%ion alone, or whebher ~here may exis~ a
general s~a~is~ical difference between men and women wi~h regard ~o ~he
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distribution of whorls. I hay6 upon a family material of about 180 persons
examined 'this question with a negative result, no characteristic statistieal
differenoe here being found between men and women. Tlds material is,
however, too small to justify general conclusions.
The distribution of arches upon the various fingers is shown in
Table VII. Also here we 'find in each one of 'the populations the same
eharaoteristies emphasised above, viz. a relatively high percentage of
arohes upon digit II and in part also on digit III. A remarkable feature
of Table VII is the very g r e a t difference between the Asiatic races
(six upper lines) and the Northern Europeans (two lower lines), the
frequency of arches in the latter being raised to two oi" three times their
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TABLE VII. Arches in percentage of fingers in ~he various human r~ces.

amount in the former, the Italians forming a transition between both.
With the exception of digit II arches are generally found to be most
numerous upon left hands. Also here the Korean women show, according
to Kubo, a peculiar deviation, having in their digit I of right hands a
surprisingly high rate (5 per cent.) of arches.
A similar correspondence between the different races exists with
regard to the loops (Table VIII), these patterns being always~ound very
frequently on digit III and still more so upon digit V. A gradual rise of
the total number of loops is found when passing from Asiatic races to
the Northern Europeans. The special characteristics of the loops are
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~ound, however, n i t by treating this pattern as a whole but by considering the radial a n d ulna" loops Sel)arately.
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The results here gained are shown in Tables I X A and B. The r~dial
loops in ~11 races investigated are found to be characteristic practically
only oI the second fingers, somewhat more frequent on right hands than
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TaBs~ IX a. Radial loops in percenbago of fingm's.

on left ones. Here again bhe Korean women form an exception, having
more radial loops on digit II of left hands. The difference between races
with regard to the total number of radial loops is not very considerable,
their percentage varying from 2:6 per cent. in Korean women to 5'8 per
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cent. in the :Norwegians. Since, however, practically the whole aug mentation in the number of radial loops is concentrated upon digit II,
the difference between this finger and the others is very much more
accentuated in the last-named population than in those of Eastern Asia.
The ulnar loops (Table IXn) show, as would be expected froln the
distribution of the other patterns, their highes~ statistical values upon
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digit V, where no other pattern has its special occurrence. Then comes
digit IIi where, as We have seen, the ulnar loops have to give way for
a certain amount of arches special to this finger--and further, digits IV
and I on which the whorls, and digit II on which also the arches and
radial loops, assume a prolniuent place in the statistical figures.
Summing up the results of Tables V-IX we reach the following
conclusions:
There exists with regard to the frequency of each patteg'n-type a veg'y
conspicuousdifference between different human races, but all races investigated have with 9"egard to the distribution of patterns upon the various fingers
certain features in common, viz. a relatively high amount of whog'ls upon
digits I and I F especially those of right hands, a high amount of ag'ches
upon digit I I and to some extent also on digit I I I , and finally a relatively
very high amount of radial loops upon digit II.
The populations investigated being of very different origin it seems
probable, therefore, that these statistical characteristics of each special
finger should be considered a common characteristic of the distribution
of apical patterns upon human hands. The Norwegian material of
criminals used for the statistics of this paper, and showing all the characteristics just mentioned~ should therefore in so far be considered ~s fully
representative.
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We now tmrn to the ques6ion whe6her sa6isfa.ctory explana6ions have
been, or may be, given for 6he s6a6is6ical difference be6ween the fingers
with regard 6o 6he dis6ribu6ions of papillary patterns.
In the discussion about patterns 6hree different views have been
urged and mMntMned by severM au6hors, 6he papillary pa66erns having
beeu considered from a phylogens6ic, from a physicM, and from a functional poin6 of view.
(a) The phylogene6ic side of 6his ques6ion has, as Mready men6ioned,
been discttssed especially by Klaa6sch (1887-88), by Whipple (1904),
by Schl~ginhattfen (1905) and by Wilder (1916). These au6hors all, in
full agreemen6, mMn6Mn 6he homology of papillary p~t6erns in man with
~hose of ~he eleva6ed pads in mammMs.
The occurrence of p~pillary pa66erns upon the eleva6ed pads of palms
as well as of soles has been s6udied especially in a series of MarsupiMs
and Prima6es, bu6 also in o6her mammals. A very in6imate connec6ion
h~s been observed be6ween pads and pa66erns no6 only wi6h regard to
the con'~emporaneous occurrence of both s6ruc6ures bu6 also with regard
6o ~he degree of eleva6ion of 6he pads and 6he special configura6ion of
their pat6erns.
The 11 pads (two basal, four in6erdigital and five apical), charac6eris6ic of 6he 6ypical mammalian pMm and sole, all carry pat6erns which by
Whipple are charac6erised as "primary." Among these pa{6eras 6wo
groups are dis6ingtfished, via. "6ypical pa6terns wi6h an approxima6ely
concen6ric arrangemen6 of ridges" and "modified pa66erns Wi6h a deviatioa from 6he ~ypical arrangemen6 of concentric ridges" (Whipple, 1904,
p. 330).
The typical pa66ern of Whipple is represen6ed by 6he whorl of our
s6a6istics. It is, therefore, of interest to recall the following sentences
from Whipple's very importan6 paper (p. 332):
"The morphological significance of the 6ypical pa66ern is of ~he
utmost impor6ance. To discuss 6his, 6wo very impor6an6 principles mus6
be enuncia6ed. Firs6, i6 is obvious, that the occurrence in any form of a
typical pattern in the location of a primary mammalian padmust indicate
that at the time when ridges first developed in that region, the pad itad the
elevated form of the typical wallcing pad."
"The second principle is ~ha6 the relative constancy of occurrence of t]te
typical pattern in a species or a group of related species, may be used as a
criterion for determining the relative length of time during ~ohich various
pads were retained in their typical form."
With regard to the modified patterns Whipple maintains tha6 their
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occurrence is due to some kind of modification of the pad itse]f, among
which reduction as well as flattening of .the pad will play an important
part, the former resulting in a degeneration of the triradii of the typical
pattern (Fig. 4~), while the latter causes a deviation of the concentric
arrangement of ridges upou 'the pad area (Fig. 5). In both cases the whorl
of the elevated pad may be mochfied into a loop or even into an arch.

1rig. 4 a-i. Series of prints of human finger-tips, showing prdcoss of degeneration of pattern
as a result of reduction of pad elevation: a,, typical pattern (whorl); f, loop; h, "tented"
arch; i, simple aroll, reduction completed. (Whipple, 1904, Fig. 40, p..889.)

Fig. 5 a s . Series of finger-pa~terns shoMng deviation from concentric arrangement as a
result of a fl~ttening of pads. (Whipple, 1904, Fig. 4:9, p. 351.)

Schlaginhaufen (1905 a, b), who independently had reached results
very similar to tlrose of Whipple, has, on the other hand, been able to
demonstrate, on the apical patterns of :Primate plantae, not only 'the
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degeneration of putterns in higher Primates but Mso the gradual development of the whorl in the lower:
Thus, in lower Prosimians the apical pads of the plantae are very
little elevated, and the papillary ridges are arranged as longitudinal
striae surrounded by a frame of curved lines along the edge of the
phalanx ()~ig. 6 a). With elevation o~ the pads in higher Primates the
patterns grow more complicated, the curved lines of the edge spreading
in towards the centre, and the number of longitudinal striae, therefore,
being reduced (:Fig. 6 b-e). The whorls thus formed are still rather stiff,
rectangular, with partly straight lines and more or less sharp angles. They
were by Schlaginhaufen characterised as "Figurae tensae," and represent
the Simian type of papillary patterns mentioned by Kollmann already in
1883. In the highest representatives of Primates, both apes and man,
the apical pads are developed into Figurae curvatae (Schlaginhaufen)
with the elegantly curved linesi so typical of the apical patterns of man
(Fig. 6f-g).

Fig. 6 a-q. Aple~l p~tterns of Primates. (Schlaglnhaufon, 1905 c, Fig. 4, p. 645.)
a, Lemur; b-e, dercolfilhecldae ; f, Hylobates ; g, Ho~lm.

At the same time, however, the more complicated patterns, the
whorls, of the elevated pads are, ~as described by Whipple, found to be
reduced to loops and arches.
In a paper treating of the palms and soles of natives from India
and Ceylon, Schlaginhaufen (1906, p. 679) remarks that human Sinus
obliqui (loops) may perhaps have developed not only through a reduction of whorls, but also tl~'ough a direct development from the
I~ig. tensae demonstrated in lower Primates.
The view of papillary patterns maintained by the two authors
mentioned had previously been held by Forgeot (1893), and was later
advocated and confirmed by Wilder (1916) in his palm and sole studies.
F6r6 (1891-1905), on the contrary, considers the arch as the primary
type, from which the more complicated patterns have developed, the
whorl representing the highest stage of development. This view was held,
for the apical patterns, also by Schwalbe (1905), while for the inter-
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digital patterns, as well as fol' the thenar and hypothenar, he agIees with
Whipple (].904) in considering the whorl as the original pattern.
In spite of this theoretical discrepancy, all facts described by different
authors, concerning the papillary pa~terns of mammals and man, seem
to agree in indicating the existence of some causal connection between
the pattern-type and the degree of elevation of the pad, the whorl
representing the pattern of the most elevated pad.
It is in this connection of great interest to remember that, according
Co Johnson (1899) and t~etzius (1904), human embryos, especially during
their third month of development, show highly elevated apical and
interdigital pads on hands as well as on feet. A Close investigation
of the finger-balls of such emblTos might perhaps give us some clue for
understanding the very characteristic s~atistieal occurrence of patterntypes upon the various fingers. If each of the ten fingers should prove,
during the embryonic period in which the papillary patterns are developed, to be characterised through a specific degree of elevation of its
ball varying within a certain range, ~hen the consequence might be also
a similar regularity with regard to the statistics of finger-patterns.
l-~emembering the very frequent occurrence within a]] human races
investigated of whorls upon digits I and IV, especially those of right hands,
we should, according to this view, expect to find upon the fingers mentioned also some specific configuration of the embryonic balls. As will
be shown later, the whorls of digit I to a great extent present the types
illustrated in Fig. 5, corresponding to the broad and flattened ball of
this finger. Those of digit IV, however, are practically all quite typical
whor]s. Their very frequent occurrence should, therefore, indicate the
existence upon this finger of extraordinary high embryonic balls. It may
be of interest in this connection go remember also that among Prosimians
and Marsupials--the mammal groups which are supposed to be most
nearly related to ~he human ancestors--many examples are found of a
high development of the fourth finger, this finger, together with the first,
being used by the climbing species for grasping round branches of trees
(see Fig. 1 b of this paper). The fourth finger, further, is upon the human
hand the finger which is least special in its function. It should, therefore,
be supposed to show only few adaptiona] alterations, and to bear witness,
more than any of the others, as to its historical development.
As for the preponderance of whorls upon the fingers of right hands
--together with other characteristic statistical differences between the
finger-patterns of both sides--it is impossible not to combine these
facts with the question of right-handedness. ]?'m'ther investigations are
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needed, however, especially. 0f ~he finger-patterns of ]ef~-handed Jn.dividnals, before any definite conclusion can be drawn with regard ~o
~he nature of such connection. Of grea~ in~eres~ would be, also, any
information with regard ~o ~he use of ~he hands by ~he Korean people,
in which ~he.s~a~is~ics of finger-prin~s of righ~ and lef~ hands, especially
those of ~he women, seemed upon essential points ~o be reversed. A
characteristic difference between righ~ and lef~ hands has been s~ated also
by Wilder (1916) for the papillal/y ridges of ~he palm, ~he mos~ developed
formula (11.9.7.5) being found "in right hands in 22-25 per cent. of
the cases, while in ~he left hands %his formula forms only 4. per cent. of
~he cases." Wilder here adds the suggestion (p. 236), '~
this resul6
has been gained since the adoption of right-handedness."
Before finishing this discussion of ~he phylogene~ical view of papillary
paC%erns, I may men~ion also a suggestion made by Collins (1913), tha~
some causal connecgi0n may e~s~ begween head-shape and finger-pa~terns,
in so far as ~he occurrence of whorls, "round pa~erns," are more frequent
by Brachycephals (Chinese), while the loops as elongated patterns are
more fa'equen~ in Dolichocephals, e.g. English (see Table V A of bhis
paper). Knowing bhe paper of Collins only from a reference made to it
by S~ockis (1922) I can, of course, no~ enter into any discussion of his
opinion, even if I mus~ confess ~ha~ i~ does not appeal ~o me as being
sut~icien~ly .well founded. As already remarked by S~ockis (t.c.), ~he
material presented by Collins himself proves very clearly (see Table V A)
ghag within the groups of Brachycephals (Chinese and Indians)and of
Dolichocephals (Indians and English) racial differences seem ~o play a
greag par~ wi~h regard ~o ~he statistics of finger-pa~terns. I may add also
ghat I do not ~gree with Collins if he considers, in general, the whorls
as round and ~he loops as elongated patterns. There exist, as will be
shown in a following chapter, both rmmd and elongated whorls as well
as rmmd and elongated loops (see Figs. 10-12 and Fig. 13 of ~his paper).
(b) From a physical poin~ of view the papillary ridges have been
treaged b y Kollmann (1883) who, basing his views upon ~he directions
of growgh in ~he developing epidermis, sgaged ghe existence of a lateral
pressure within ~he epidermis ibself causing ibs regular folding and bhe
formation of papillary ridges. Charaeterising ~he different patbern-gypes
he says (p. 41): "Man kann hiernach den einen Typus als denjenigen des
iiberwiegenden L/ingsdruckes, den anderen als den Typus des gemisch~en
LUngs- and Querdruckes bezeictmen. Nib Bezug auf die Lagerung der
Gya'i dagegen isb der eine nattirlich als querer, der andere als bogenfSrmiger Typus zu bezeichnen."
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The physico-mathematical side of the question has later been treated
by Kolosoff and Paukul (1906), these autliors, like Kollmann, looking
u~on the papillary ridges as having, above all, a sensory function. The
direction of papillary ridges is, according to their results, caused by the
elevation of the pad itself, the ridges taldng up the place of "neutral
lines," that is (p. 70~t), "eine I~eihe yon Linien, welche die t~ichtung
andeuten, in dcr die Leisten bei der Spannung des I-Iautstitckes weder
gedehnt noch zusammellgedritckt werden."
Such neutral lines will on semi-globular surfaces form circular or
spiral-shaped patterns, that is, the ~vho~'lis the patte~'n typical of the most
elevated ?)ad, the result which was reached also from the phylogenetic
point of view.
The significance of such arrangement of papillary ridges in neutral
lines is, by Kolosoff and Paukul, seen in an augmentation of their power
of giving clear and detailed sensory impressions, all disturbing influences
from the surrounding parts of the sldn being excluded. "Die Leisten
gleichen den auf einem weissen Papicr schwarz geschriebenen Buchstaben, welche deutlicher zu lesen sind als Buchstaben auf einem beschmierten Papier" (p. 706).
(e) We have now reached the third point of view from which the
papillary ridges have been treated, viz. 'that of their functional ilnportance.
With regard to the function of papillary patterns two different
theories have been maintained, the one (Whipple) considering the
papillary patterns as organs of a mechanical use (" friction-ridges"), the
other theory (Kollmann, F6r6, Schlaginhaufen, Kolosoff and Paul~ul)
looking at the papillary patterns as a se~so~'y apparatus. Both theories
agree, however, in the conclusion that the flmction of papillary patterns
is best fulfilled when the direction of their ridges is at right angles to
the force worldng against it.
Whipple (!90~:, p. 327), maintaining "that, the function of ridges is
primarily to increase resistance between contact surfaces," says further
that, "the direction of ridges is a~ right angles with the force that tends
~o produce slippil~_g, or to the resultant of such forces when these forces
vary in direction."
Schlaginhaufen (1905 a), on the other hand, characterises the papillary
ridges as Ifigurae tactilcs, which flmction as (p. 615) "t{ilfsorgane beim
Gehen und anderen langsam ausgefiihrten Extremig~tenfunktionen."
D'rom experiments made according to the method of Weber, he main~ains that the sensory effect of papillary ridges is greatest when they are
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running at right angles to the direction of pressure against the object
to be touched, and further also that two parallel ridges give a greater
effecb if belonging to one and the same loop than if they ~re separate
from each other (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. (,Schl~ginhaufen, 1905 a, s. 670, Fig. 76.) Illustration of physiological experiments.
Two p o i ~ s are disi)htguished more e,~sily, when pl,~ced at right anglos 1)o the course of
papillary ridges, t)han when p~u.Mlel ~o ~hem (a-b). The doubleness is, furthel,, more
easily distinguished when both points touch ridges fm'tMng ~he ~wo arms of o~e and
t.he same loop (c-d), ~han when i;he ridges ~ouched axe not eommcted wit~l each other

(e-f).
Looking at the human hand we should expect to find a functional
adaptation above all upon digit II, tlfis finger being oi a use more varied
and extensive than any other finger. And indeed, the special characteristics, mentioned above, of this finger may all be looked upon from
this functional point of view, and as connected with the fact that upon
the second finger not only the front of the finger-ball but also its radial
side shares in its sensory function.
1%emembering ~he position of the second finger when working alone
in opposition to the first one, it seems evident that the radial side of
digit II and its papillary pattern should be of great importance whether
the function of those lines be of a mechanical or of a sensory nature.
Among the different pattern-types, therefore, the ulnar loop will be the
one least useful, its ridges running away from the radial side of the finger.
Whorls and arches, the peripheral ridges of which patterns run out
parallel on both sides of the finger, seem here to be of eq)lal use as compared with each other. But no other pattern would, for the special use
of the second finger, serve better than the radial loops, the ridges on the
radial side of the finger here being combined into pairs as arms of one
and the same loop.
This consideration of the functional importance o~ different papillary
patterns agrees exceedingly well with their statistical distribution upon
the second finger. The number of Nnar loops is here very considerably
lower than upon any other finger, maldng in the Norwegian material
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(Table I) only 30.66 per cent. of the number of fingers while 58.7] per
cent. (digit IV) is the lowest value found on other fingers. The whorls
give values not far above the average while arches and especially also
radial loops are represented in extraordinarily high numbers, i~.5 per
cent. of all arches and 82.57 per cent. of all radial loops being found upon
second fingers only (Table II).
Although the statistical difference of pattern-types between right
and left hands is found to be less evident on the second finger than on
digits I, IV and V, it is interesting to note that also here a difference
exists, the functionally most effective patterns (radial loops and arches)
showing a considerable surplus on right hands. What has been said here
about digit II is valid, to a certain degree, also with regard to the third
finger. Also here we find the finger applying its radial side when, together
with digit II, opposed to digit I, and also here we find the percentage of
arches considerably above the average (11.03 per cent. to the average
7"4 per cent., Table I). The radial loops, however, so peculiar to the
second finger, are here much less frequent (2.31 per cent. of the fingers),
even if still more so than on digits IV and V.
The two questions raised at the beginning of this chapter with regard
to the statistical peculiarities of digits I and IV as well as to those of
digit II may, according to the above discussion, as a working hypothesis,
be explained partly as results of a historical development of apical pads
and of their papillary patterns and partly also as an adaptation to their
function in the human race, the first view being above all valid for the
frequency of whorls upon digit I and especially upon digit IV, the second
for the predominant occurrence of arches and radial loops upon digit II.
The explanation here suggested refers to the statistical peculiarities
occurring similarly in all the human races as yet investigated. But we
have found also on certain points characteristic differences between
ghe statistics of 'the various races. Such was the case with the absolute
frequency of whorls, being upon each of the fingers very considerably
gredter in the races of Eastern Asia than in those of Northern Europe;
and such was the case also with the occurrence of arches and radial loops
being, especially on digit II, very much more frequent in the hands of
ghe last-named races. Also these differences ought, if our working
hypothesis shall prove efficient, to find their explanation from the two
points of view above-mentioned. A racial di~erence may exist.with
regard to the constancy of elevation of the apical pads, and therefore also
with regard to the frequency of whorls upon the various digits, and a
racial difference may exist also with regard to the functional adaptation
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of digit II, some races using, more the front of this finger-bM1, while in
others its radial side plays a greater part.
Far6 (1896) has, through experiment, demonstrated that ~he position
of the various fingers, e.g. in grasping a ball, differs from one person ~o
another as 'well as from right hand to the left, but at 'the same time that
one and the same hand always grasps the ball in the same way. It must,
however, be left for future investigations to decide whether races differ
in this respect.
Till now we have treated the statistics of the human hand only.
Before finishing this discussion i~ will, however, be of interest to glance
also at the statistics of I-Iasebe (t918) as .to the apical patterns of the
feet of 100 individuals from Japan.
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TABLEX. ApicMp~tterns of the feet, in percentage of toes, of 100 J~p~nese.
(Hasebe, 1918.)
The statistics of the feet give, as will be seen from Table X, results
surprisingly different fi'om those of the hands of the same race, the percentage of whorls (17.2 per cent.) being very much lower, that of 'the
loops (61 per cent.) being higher than the corresponding figures of the
hands. The most surprising feature is, however, the very frequent
occurrence of arches (21.8 per cent.) among the apical patterns of the
feet, while this pattern-type upon the hands is relatively very rare.
The distribution of each pattern upon the various toes proves also
to be very characteristically different from that of the fingers. The
whorls show a grea~ maximum upon third toes of both right and left feet
(cot. 50 per cent.), sinldng rapidly towards both sides, very differently
from their distribution on the hands with the typical maxima upon
digifs i and IV. The arches are in their distribution no less particular,
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finding their minimum of occurrence on second and third toes, while the
corresponding fingers carry t h e greatest number of the same pattern.
On the fifth toe the arches reach their highest frequency, being folmd
upon this "toe in 55 per cent. of all :feet. Radial loops on the feet are
exceedingly rare, while the ulnar loop is here by far the most common
pattern, showing minima upon the third toe, 'caused by the great
frequency of whorls, and on the fifth, the loops here giving place to the
arches.
Looking upon the apical patterns of the feet from the same points of

Fig. 8. l'r

palm of Lemur

brunneus.

(Sctfl~ginh~ufen,1905a, Fig. 6C}

-view which we used in the case of the hands, we find here a very f~,r-.
reaching reduction of the typical pattern, 'the whorl, giving as a result
the high percentage of arches. The third toe only has for some reason
kept the original pattern with a great constancy. Many questions might
be raised, phylogenetic as well as functional, from a consideration of
these statistics of the feet, but our lnaterial is as yet too scanty for really
discussing any of these questions.
For a full discussion of the statistics of pattern-types it would be
of great interest ~o consider also the results reached by various authors
with regard to the apical patterns of l~rosimians and Ape~. Such extension of the discussion would~ however, be of little value h'om the
Journ. of Gon,xv
3
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Fig, 9 a-d, t~igh~ soles of (a) Hflobate8 8yndactylus, (b) AnthropopltTtecu8 troflodytes, (c)
Gorilla gorilla, (d) ~in~ia 8atyrua, (Schlaginh~ffen, 1905 a, Figs, 147, 166, 171 ~nd 174,)
Fig, 9 d is dr~wn by Sehl~ginh~ufen ~eeording ~o ~he description previously given
by Alix,
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standpoint of here(lity, and therefore lies outside the scope of this
paper.
Referring especially to the comparative review of this matter by
Schlaginhaufen (1905) and to Figs. 8-9 oi this paper, I shall here mention
a few points only which may be of interest also for our consideration of
haman patterns. Snch. points are:
(l) The gradual development from the longitudinal striae of apical
patterns of Prosimians (Fig. 8) into the more complicated patterns of
Hylobates and other apes, especially those of the Antt~'opoids. Among
the latter, however, a reduction, similar to that found also on human
fingers, is seen to have taken place above all in the apical patterns of
the Orang-Utan (Fig. 9 d).
(2) The relatively very high percentage of whorls, this pattern-type
giving in Hylobates as well as in the higher apes a very considerable
surplus over that of the loops, and a very low percentage of arches, which
in most species investigated do not occur at all.
An exception is, as already'mentioned, formed by the Orang-Utah,
on the apical patterns of which whorls are very rare, while loops and a
so-called "triangular t y p e " (Alix, 1868), very similar to the "tented
arch" of modern classification, represent the predominating patterns
(Fig. 9 d).
(3) A narrow elliptical shape of the whorls (" Simian type" of Kollmann), and a more or less distinctly longitudinal course of the ridges also
of other pattern-types ("Fig. tensae," Schlaginhaufen). This same
longitudinal course is shown also in the just-mentented "tented" arches
of the Orang-Utah.
CHAPTER 4.
ANALYSIS OF FINGER-PATTERNS.

Through the statistics of the preceding chapters we have reached a
general view of the characteristic distribution of papillary patterns, and
through this also of the characteristics of each special finger with regard
to the statistical occurrence upon it of the various pattern-types. With
this knowledge we may now discuss the question of inheritauce of
finger-patterns.
The material for my investigations upon this point consists of the
finger-prints, taken for tbJs special purpose, of some 200 Norwegians.
These represent partly single persons, but mostly whole families conraining two or three generations. They are an arbitrary collection of
3--2
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family ma~erial, no selection having been mude with regard ~o civil
position, age, etc. of the individualsL
Before entering into a discussion about heredi'~y it will be necessary
to find some basis for a comparison of different pupillary patterns with

Fig. 10a,--e. Photographs of finger-patterns shoMng transitions from one loatt,ern-type
into another. Exlolomatlons in the text, Most of the :patterns here demonstrated are
taken from individuals also represented in the pedigrees of Fig. 23 and Pls. III and IV,
~he family-number of each indlvidual being found below the pictures together with
an indication of the finger on which the pabtern is found. ~; right/l, left hands.

each other, more fit for our purpose f,han that of the practical classificabion.
As already shown by Whipple (1904) ~ransitions are found between
1 My collectlon of finger-prints has been constantly augmented during my investiga.
tion. For this reason tile number of individuals used for tables and curves is, as will be
seen, nog Mways the Same.
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whorl,~ and loops as well as between loops, and arches. Such transitional
patterns are indeed very numerous, and a thorough analysis proves, very
often, the likeness between, e.g., a loop and a whorl to be much more close
than thaf, between two different whorls. The classification of Galton,
which l~as proved so useful in practical application, does not, therefore,
give a sufficiently Clear and detailed expression of the natural relaf,ionship
between diffcrmr~ patterns.
In order ~o find a new basis of classificaf,ion~ suitable for our purpose,
i~ may be well first to study some series of patterns met with in nature,
and illustrating the gradual transition from one " t y p e " into another.
In Fig. 10 a - e a series of patterns is shown--all found on the digits
of one and the same personl--which illustrates the transition from a
typical whorl into a loop. In the first picture (10 a) the whorl is seen to

Fig. 11 a-e.

be nearly symmetrical, although its two triradii ~re not precisely
at the same distance from the centre of the whorl; on the left side of the
1 The figures below the patterns of Figs. 10-].7 refer t:o individuals m~xked wi~h the
same figures oll the pedigrees of Faro. 1-6.
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figure the two points arc separated by 18 ridges, while on the right
side only by 13. In the preceding photographs (Fig. 10 b-d) we see
the right side of the whorl being reduced, the distance between the triradius and the centre gradual]y diminishing until in Fig. 10 e we find a
mere loop.
A filrther reduction of the pattern is seen in Fig. 11 a-e, showing
transitions between a loop and an arch characterised by a gradual
diminution of the distance between the core of the loop (the gop of its
axis) and the only triradius existing in this pattern.

Fig. 12 a-d.

The transitions between whorls and arches do not, however, necessarily lead through the loop-stage. Pictures are also found in which the
whorl is reduced contemporaneously on both sides, the distance between
centre and triradii being more or less diminished, while the symmetry
of the whorl in such cases may be kept during the whole process (see
Fig. 12 c~-d).
Fig. 13 a-e illustrates once again some forms of gransition between
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whorl and arch, correspondiflg to those of Figs. 10-11, but characterised
by the long elliptical shape of the whorl ("Simian t y p e " of Kollmann
and Schlaginhaufen) which is, as will be shown below, peculiar to and
inheritable within certain families. The longitudinal character is seen to
be kept not only in '~he whorl (Fig. 13 a) bu~ also in the loops (b-c) and
even in figures forming a transitiml between loop and arch (d-e). The
latter figure represents the so-called "tented arch" of the practical

~ig.

13a-e.

classification and it is not unlike the pattern found on the end phalanges
'of an Orang-Utah (Fig. 9 d of this paper).
Besides the more or less circular whorl and the ellipsis just considered, we often find the whorl formed as a double spiral (Fig. 14 c~),
which, through a loosening of its windings, may be transforlned into
a double loop (Fig. 1~ b-c), that is, two separate loops, the axes of which
are more or less spirally twisted round each other. ("Twinned loops"
and "lateral pocket loops" of the practical classification.)
Also in whorls of this kind any nmnber of transition pictures may be

Fig. 14 a-k.
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demonstrated, the transition here following several differen~ lines. Some
of these lines are shown in Figs.. 14-16.
As seen from Fig. 14 b-d a n d f - h one of the two loops may seem reduced while the other still exists in full size, a gransition, thus , begween
the original whorl and a loop; the latter will, however, in such cases have
a shape characteristically different from ordinary loops, its axia still being
more or less curved in the direction of ghe original spiral twisting (d and h).
From such loops further transition stages will be found (Fig. 14 e and i)
leading to a typical arch (Fig. 14 k).
In Fig. 15 a case is demonstrated in which both loops appear reduced
simultaneously.

Fig. 15.

Fig. 16, further, shows the transformation of a double loop (c~) in
~wo diverging lines. The first line (b-c) is no~ essentially different from
the pictures of Fig. 14, both loops appearing more or less checked in
their development until the arch is reached; but in the other line (d-e)
we find a transition into a typical loop in a way conspicuously different
from that of Fig. 14. In this case the two loops of the original pattern (a)
are in their reduced state more or less intimately joined to form a single
loop (e). This process is, as seen from Fig. ]6 d, characterised by a
@ansition stage in which the upper loop forms, as it were, a mantle
round the top of the'lower one. "Mantle" and "inner loop" are in such
figures easily disting~fishable from each other, their ridges having on the
concave side of ~he loop a conspicuously different direction.
Pictures like that of Fig. 10 d have been described already by
Schlaginhaufen (1905) as common in Tf?flobates and Other Primates. tIis
description reads as follows (p. 73): "Die betreffende Figuren bestehen
somit a,us drei ineinander geschachtel~en Systemen: (1) Fasciculi proprii,
die einen Sinus mit nach dem Fibularrand umbiegenden Crura oder
mit fibulo-proximal gerichteten Achse darstellen, ferner Fasciculi peri-
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pherici, welche sich in ein'inneres System yon Sinusbogen mi~ konvergenten Schenkeln und (2) ein ~usseres yon Sinuslinien, die den Fasciculi
proprii parallel verlaufen, gliedern. Diese Fig. ~ac~. erreich~ ja nach dem

Fig. IO a . - e .

Grad ihrer Ausbildung gr6ssere oder kleinere Ahnliehkei~ mi~ dem Vortex
duplieahm."
This deseript;ion by Sehlaginhanfen of the Fig. ~ae~iles of Hylobates
may be li~erally applied to ore' pietmres.
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The double loops above demonstrated,all belong to a broad circular
type of patterns con'esponding to those which, according to Whipple

:Fig. 17 a-f.
(see Fig. 5 of this paper), should have arisen through a flattening of the
pad. But in the ellipsoid whorls also a tight twisting of two independent
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loops may at times be seen, the bwisting here, however, not essentially
changing the longitudinal direction of ridges in the central part of the
pattern (Fig. 17 a).
Fig. 17 b-f shows, finally, a series of transition figures between such
an ellipsoid double loop and the typical single loop, the transition here
being realised through a narrowing of one of the loops a~ ~he base of its
last turn, ~he ~op of the latter thus being included as a more or less
reduced nucleus between ~he central turns of the other.
Double loops of this ellipsoid kind' correspond very closely ~o ~he
apical pa~tern of a Ch{mpanzee figured by Kollmann (1883, Fig. 37), who

Fig. 18. Apical pa~ern (digi~ IIIr.) from a Chimpanzee,
(Kollm,~ml, 1883, T. ~. Fig. 37.)

mentions that ~he same longitudinal pattern may also be found upon
human fingers. This pa~tern, representing the "Simiaden~ypus" of
Kollmann, is reproduced in Fig. 18.
An ~ten~ive consideration of. ~he figures shown in Figs. 10-17 proves
(1) That the shape of the whorls, as well as of the loop, of human
fingers may be either more or less circular (Figs. 10-12) consisting of
curved ridges only, or i~ may form a more or less narrow ellipsis (Fig. 13)
wi~h approximately straight, longitudinal lines in its central p~rt
(" Simiadentypus" Kolhnann; "Fig. tensae" of Schlaginhanfen).
(2) That, in both types mentioned, the whorl may appear to consist
of a double loop (Figs. 14-17) the two members of which are more or less
tightly twisted rolmd each other. The tendency to twisting may be more
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or less conspicuously expressed on the various fingers, more on digit I
than on any of ~he others.
(3) That from any whorl--circular o1"elliptic, twisted or un'~wis~ed-series of transition pictures may be found leading along different lines
down to the most reduced pattern-type, the arch. Within each of these
series the stage of 5ransiSion represented by a pat5ern may be characCerised as its ffuantitative value.
(4.) Of importance for our discussion of heredity is, finally, the fact
that such t~unsition series are found, not by combining patterns from
arbitrarily selected persons but by considering different fingers of one and
the same person, or of persons nearly related to each other, or at least belonging to families carrying the same type of patterns. Thus, Fig. 10 a-e
all belong to one person (Nr. 1,7), Fig. 13 a-e are taken from two families
(Faro. 1,2 and Faro. 2) with very similar elliptic patterns, Fig. 14-a-]~
give patterns from the fingers of a pair of identical twins (Nr. 1,12 and
1,13). Such is the case ~Iso with Fig. 11 with exception of 'the pa~tern b
taken from a person not forming part of our family schemes. It is of
interest here to see that even if Shis pattern, the loop of Fig. 1'1 b,
forms With regard to size and development g good transition picture
between a and c, it can, after all, be easily distinguished from the
others through the breadth of and the distance between the ridges,
through the steepness of the peripheral part of the loop, etc. The full
harmony of this series is broken through this introduction of a strange
pattern into t h e series taken from the fingers of the pair of identical
twins.
Further, Fig. 16 a-e are ~aken from a father and two of his sons, and
Fig. 17 a-J; finally, belong to persons representing three generations
of one and the same family. The series of Fig. 12 a-d only, the patterns
of which are rather rare, is combined from the finger-prints of different
families.
An attentive consideration of such harmonious series of transition
formed by patterns belonging to nearly related individuals cannot but
give the impression, that each series represents in the main one and the
same genotypical design, which proves, however, in the various patterns to
be more or less chec}ced in its realisation; that is, the quantitative value
of a pattern, its degree of development, may vary independently of its
design. A clear demonstration of 'this facg is seen especially in Fig. 14:a-It,
~he design of each pattern here being so closely the same, ~hat the central
part of any pattern might without dit~culty be made to fit into the
peripheral part of any of the others, which would be qui~e impossible if
a cenbral par~- from a pattern of Fig. 1~ were placed in connection with the
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patterns Of e.g: Figs. 13 or 17, or even with those of Fig. 16, which show
upon the whole a design very similar to that consbituting the patterns
of Fig. 1r (cf. Figs. 14- b and 16 a).
That such independence between the design of the patterns and their
quantitative value is reversible, is easily seen in a comparison of e.g.
Figs. 16 a with 17 a. Both patterns exhibit well-developed double loops,
that is, similar quantitative values, but their designs are very different,
one being of an elliptical, the other of a broad circular shape.
Further analytical results will be reached by comparing, e.g., Figs. 12 a
and I6 a or Figs. 1 3 a and 17 a. Both these pairs of patterns present
well-developed whorls, that is, the quantitative value is similar in all of
them. The two members of each pair show also either the circular
(Figs. 12, 16) or the elliptical (Figs. 13, 17) shape of pattern. But, after
all, the two members of each pair are very conspicuously different, one
of them showing in each case a regular whorl, while in the other a
tendency of twisting has impressed the whole character of the pattern.
The result of our analysis of finger-patterns is, therefore, that in their
phenotypical appearance at least three different characters are found,
varyg,~uj independently of each other, viz. (1) the quantitative value of the
pattern, meaning the degree of development of its design, the latter being
~gain de~ermined through (2) ~he shape (circular-elliptical), and (3) the
twisting tendency of the ridges.
The hereditary nature of one of these characters, the circular or
elliptical shape of apical patterns, is strongly indicated through the occurrence of the elliptical shape within certain families only. The question
about the heredity of the two other characters is not so easily answered.
I t has, however, b e e n thorollghly investigated and will be discussed in
the following chapters 1.
CI-IAPTEP~ 5.
1V~ETHODS OF 0LASSIFIOATION.

According to the results of our analysis of finger-patterns it has
proved necessary for a full comparison between them to work out a
method of classifics
which will give an adequate expression of their
quantitative value, and which will give a sufficiently clear definition
also of the shape of patterns, whether it should be called circular, elliptic,
or perhaps be eharacterised as median between both these extremes.
The twisting-tendency, which, if presentl can be directly observed,
1 Short preliminary accounts of this investigation have been given by me in 1923 (b, c).
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and the radial or ulnar direction of ~he pattern should, for a comi~arison
between them, also always be noted.
As a basis of classification has been used the method of ridge-counting,
previously applied ~o loops only. This metlmd has here been developed
for application to other patterns in the way now to be described.
The quantitative value of any pa~tern is expressed in two figures
based upon the number of ridges between each of the two triradii and
the centre of the pattern (the centre of a typical whorl, the core of a loop,
the two cores of a double loop). If there exists only one triradius (loops)
the figure of the other side is 0; if no triradius exists (simple arch) "the
figures of the pattern are 0-0.

Fig. 19. ~idge-couating; 17 ridges counted. (~enry, 1901, Fig. 37.)
The figure representing the radial side of the finger (the left side of
a print fTom a right-hand finger, the right side of a left-hand one) is always
written first.
As general rules of ridge-counting may be cited from I-!enry (1901),
p. 45:
" I n ri@e-counting it must be remembered that the two terminal
points a~'eexcludedfi'om count, that ridges like G (see Fig. 19 of this paper),
which run close up to without meeting the line SB, are also excluded,
and that when two ridges result from a bifnrcation as at D, close to the
line SB, both are counted."
Irregularities of the pattern such as those just mentioned will, of
course, influence the result of the counting without essentially influencing
the real distance between triradius and corel
In order to diminish the effects of such irregularities the results reached
by counting the ridges arenot directly used for expressing the distance
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between triraclius and centre; bu~ they are grouped to classes marked
0-10 and distinguished as follows :
No. of
ridges
TriracHi

110110

1-2
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

0
1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9--10
11-13
14-16
17-20
>20

Class
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Both sides of a pattern being classified in this way the quantitative value of the finger is found by adding the two class-values and
dividing their sum by 2. A large ulnar loop, with, for example, 18 ridges
between triradius and core (see Fig. 20), will thus, on its radial side
belong to class 9 while on the ulnar side where no ~riradius exists, it
belongs to class 0. The quantitative value of this loop, therefore, will be
9+0
- =
4"5.
2

l~ig. 20. D e t e r m i n a t i o n of q u a n t i t a t i v e v a l u e of a loop. N u m b e r of ridges, 18-0;
Classes, 9 - 0 ; Value, 4"5.

In Pls. I-II a series of examples are given which will illustrate the
classification of patterns.
A pattern is considered radial when its ridges, or at least part of them,
run out parallel towards the radial side of the finger, or in other words
when the only triradius (in loops) or the one which has the greatest
distance from the centre (in whorls) lies at its ulnar side. Thus expressed
the rule may be applied also to double loop's.
In ulnar patterns the triradius in question is found upon the radial
side,
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The qnantit,~tive value of a pattern, being determined, its figures
atso give an expression of the direction: if the first, radial, figure is the
lower one, the pattern is radial, and vice ve~'sa.
The shape of a pattern is in extreme eases very easily disginguished.
The long elliptic shape with straight longitudinal lines in the central part
of the pattern, the so-called "Simian type," is without difficulty recognised in whorls as well as in loops (Fig. la), and al,so in double loops
(Fig. 17) as essentially dit~erent from '~he more common, broad circular
patterns (Figs. 10-12, 1~-16)..
A line of distinction should be drawn, however, between the two
groups, cIeal" enough to separate them also in more doubtful cases.
The same characteristic pattern-shape of an individual being usually
reahsed in loops as well as in Whorls, the distinction should further be
applicable to patterns of both types.
After many attempts at finding the right method I have selected

Fig. 21. Determination of qnantltative va.hm and shape of a whorl. R, radial side; C, centre
Qu. vM.: ridges 15-15; class 8-8; value 8. Shal)e: (5 ridges counted from the centre
(C) along each arm of the cross/ breadth (a~-b)=ll.5 ram.; height (c,-d)=lSmm.;
B
shape-index: ~ / < ~ ; elliptic (E).

the one described below, as giving a fully satisfactory distinction between
typicM elliptic patterns on one side and the median and circular patterns
on the other. Between the two latter shapes distinction can be made in
the same way.
The methods used for determining the shape of patterns consist in
finding an adequate expression of the relation between breadth and height
of the pattern. This has been done in whorls by drawing a cross through
the centre of the pattern, one arm of this cross following the longitudinal,
the other the transverse axis of the whorl, and further by count.ing a
certain number 1 of ridges (e.g. 5) from the centre along each of the four
arms (see Fig. 21). The distances between the points thus reached (a-b,
The mnnber conntcd may vary somewhat (4-8)according to the size of ~he patterns.
Joum. of Gen. xv
4=
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c-d) are measfired in millime~res, and the proportion between breadth
and height

(B)
~ of the cross is noted as the shape-index.

For loops ~he following me~hod has been used:
A line is drawn h'om ghe triradius across the ridges of the loop and a~
right angles ~o gheir direction (Fig. 22). Upon ~his ~ransvel'se line ~he
intersection wigh the axis of ~he loop (c) is marked, and a certain number
of ridges are counted from gtds point along ~he line in bo~h dil'ec~ions.
The distance between ~he gwo points ~hus marked (a-b) is taken as an
expressio,.~ of the breadth of ~he loop.

Fig. 22 a-b. ])etermination of qnanti~atlve valne and shape of loops. Signification of
le~tm's as in Fig. 21. a. Qn. val.: ridgus 19-0; class 9-0; value ~1.5. Shape: breadth
(a-b) = ]0 ram.; height (c-d)=23 ram.; shape-index H < w elliptic (E).

b. Qn. val.:

ridges 6-0; class ~g-0; valne 2. Shape: breadth (a-b)=9 ram.; height (e-d)=9 ram.;
B
shape=index ~r >:L-; circular.

Then, s~ar~ing fl'oln_ ~he poin~ far~hes~ from ~he ~riradius (b) a ridge
is ~raeed ~OWal'ds the top of the Joop until i~s intersection (d) wi~h a
perpendicular erected upon the ~ransverse line (a-b) in i~s middle poin~ (c).
The distance between c and'd represents ~he heigh~ (H) of ~he loop in
question, and ~he pl'opor~ion between B and H gives, as in the whorls,
an expression of i~s shape-index.
Experience has s h o ~ tha~ ~he proportion of a loop, found in ~he
way jus~ described, gives an expression of its shape very closely corresponding to ~hose of ~he whorls, so tha~ if ~he proportion between B and
[I is the same in a whorl and in a loop we may be confident that ~he ~wo
pa~terns can be characterised as representing also the same shape.
For typical whorls and loops, ~hel'dore, one and ~he same scale may
be used in determining ~heir shape:
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B
.~
If ~ > ~ ~he pa~ern is called circ~l~. (0).

If B =~B

If T/< -~-

a2

. . . .

med'ia'~ (3/i).

. . . .

elliptic (E).

Examples of shape-determination are found on Pls. I-II.
For irregular and atypical patterns as well as for double loops, the
method here described cannot be used; but practically Mways two or
three fingers of each hand, especially those of digits III-V, will be found
with patterns typical enough to determine the characteristic patternshape of the person in question. Very often we find also, that patterns
which cannot be exactly measured may, according ~o their whole outlines,
whether broad or narrow, after all be charaeterised as being of either
the circular or the elliptical shape.
Such is the ease also with highly reduced patterns, as arches and very
small loops, their elliptical design maldng itself apparent in a high and
narrow shape of the loop, and a so-called "tented" shape of the arch.
A twisting tendency, most fully developed in the double loops, may,
as already demonstrated (Figs. 14-17), be found in circular patterns as
well as in the elliptical. Such a tendency will, even when less developed,
be recognised by direct observation of the pattern in question. Its
presence is revealed through a T, which, together with the shapecharacteristics (G or E) will give the full expression of the design of the
pattern.
The results of an analysis of finger-prints from a series of persons will
after application of the above methods for determining the quantitative
value, the direction and the design of each pattern, gi;/e a picture like
that of Table XI, every vertical column of the table containing for each
of the ten fingers of a person the three characteristics just mentioned.
Through a comparison of the results found for the various fingers,
the characteristics of the individuM are then determined.
The following rules ought here to be remembered:
(1) The quantitative value of an individual is found by adding the
values of the ten fingeIs. The finger-values varying between 0 and ]0,
the quantitative values of individuals will, consequently, have a range of
variation between 0 (individuals with simple arches on all fingers) and
100 (fully developed whorls on all fingers).
(2) The shape, circular or elliptical, is determined through a comparison of the shape-indices of the fingers, special attention here being
4--2
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paid to digi~ IV, par~]y also digits III and V, as the mos~ representative
fingers wi~h regard ~o pa~ern-shape. The reason for such pieference of
digi~ IV is seen in ~he fact ~hat 11pen ~his finger the pa~ern-design is
usually mos~ fully developed (cf. the large number of whorls 11pen digi~
IV, Tables I-II, VI). The broad and fla.~ened ball of digi~ I Leery often
causes some deviation also in ~he design of its pattern, while upon
digi~ II ~he grea~ munber of arches, tha~ is, of very low-vahled pa~terns,
characteristic ~o ~his finger (cf. Tables I-II, VII) very often makes i~
unsuitable for serving as a basis of shape-determination.
(3) Tendency ~o ~wis~ing is notified as a characteristic of ~he individual when visible in any one of its fi,nger-patterns.
(4) Wi~h regard ~o the direction of finger-pa~erns, ~adial or ~lnar,
my resul~s, bo~h s~a~is~ical and analytical, have proved ~his ~o be a
characteristic of fiHgers (radial pa~terns on digi~ II, Tables I-II, IX A)
m~mh more ~han of individ~als. The question will be discussed in a
followi~g chapter (Chap. 6 c) showing some indications of heredity wi~h
regard ~o pa~ern-direc~ion. B ~ , so far, I have no~ found reason ~o
consider i~ as one of ~he ~ypical individual characteristics.
t~E~IARK8 ON TABLE XI.
As described in tim text (p. 49) the quantitative value of a pattern is given by two figures
representing the class of the radial as well as of the ulnar side of the pattern, the figure 0
mealfing that no trh'actius exists upon the side in question, while the highest figure 10
means that more than 20 ridges lie between a trh'adius and the centre of a pattern. 10-10,
therdore, ih the value of:a fully developed symmetrical whorl, while (}-0 is that of an arch
without any trh'adius. Arches may exist in which one, or even two triradii occur, but in
this case no ridge must intervene between trh'adius and centre. The highest value of an
,~rch, therefore, will be 1-1. All patterns in which one side has a value of from 2 to 10,
while its other side is marked 0, are loops, these patterns having only one typical triradius
on the side opposite to the opening of the loop.
The quantitative value of an individual is four~d by summing up the class-figures of all
the fingers anddlvlding this sum by 2. The lowest value of a person will, therefore, be 0 value implying the figures 0-0 for each of the ten fingers. If, on the contrary, all fingers
are marked.10-10, the highest value of an individual, viz. 100, is reached.
The dfl'ection of a'pattern, that is, its opening towards the ulnar or radial side of the
finger, is noted by U or R for all patterns which are not strictly symmetrical ( S ) . This
ch,~racter is expressed ah,eady by the figures of the quantitative value, the figure of the
radial side being always written first and the pattern opening towards the side which has
the lowest value.
The sh,~pe of a typical pattern is determined by the proportion between its breadth
B,
,~nd height, .the shape-figlex, Er being noted for each finger, if determinable. The shape
is called circular, C, if H > ~ .

If it is < ~} the pattern is called elliptic, E; between thea~

border-lines we find ~ median shape, called .Jr. Any of these pattel"n-shapes may be com.
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plieated through a twisting tendency, the ~dges forming double sph'als, "twinned loops,"
"lateral pocket loops" or, in low-vMued patterns, indications of such design. Any trace of
a ~wisting of ridges is expressed by T.
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TA~L~ XI. Determination of pattern characteristics of indlviduMs (with explanation).
Each vertical line of the table represents the ten fingers of a person investigated, the
characteristics of the individuM being found below.
L. Nr. 19, E. G. (first vertical line). The analysis of the finger-patterns here gives no
difficulty. M1 patterns are typical ulnar loops, large enough to be measured for exact~
deSermination of their shape and quantitative value. The person is marked O, 35.
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L. Nr. 21, T. B. The figm'es of the .quantitative vahm prove the existence of well,
though not quite frilly, developed whorls ripen all fingers bnt one, the left digit V carrying
a large ulnar loop. One of the whorls (8-8) is symmetrical, three others are radial, while the
six remaining pa~erns are all nlnar. All patterns are circnlar, bllt no less than three of
them (To) form donne loops, the twisting tendency appearing ~lso in one of the more
typical whorls (Gt). This individnal is marked GT, 77.
L. Nr. 2~, J. S. gives an example of the elliptic shape of patterns, both whorls (digits
B

I, II 1., III) and loops (digits IIr., IV) giving proportions of ~ less than ~. The median
proportion of digit V cammt be said to interfere with the elliptic character of the fingerprints of this person, which is marked E, 59 (digits III-IV r. are shown in Fig. 13 a-b).
L. Nr. 10, M. B. A ease of very low qnantitative values, all patterns being either
arches (0-0) or highly redneed loops. The only exception isdigit I of the right hand carrying
a rather well-developed loop (7-0), while ripen the same finger of the left hand we find the
highly rednced donble loop shown in Fig. 15. The indication of this person is found to be
6'T, 18.
A still lower valne is follnd ell the finger-prints of another person ill the same table
(L. Nl'. 3, G. 1%.), whose indications are C, 8'5.
In the line between the two last-named individuals we find L. Nr. 17, A. B., an example
of llllllSllally high quantitative value--~ll patterns being whorls, and most of them also
highly developed. They all belong to a broad circular type, one finger (digit I of the left
hand) carrying the dollble loop demonstrated ill Fig. 16 a. The indications are CT, 91.
Finally, in the last vertical line of the table, L. Nr. 7, C. S. gives an example, in which
the determination of the pattern-shape does not seem quite simple. Digit I of both hands
give a shape-index

>:}, in digit II of both hands ~r is between ~}and ]-, wtfile upon all

other fingers typical ellipses ( B < ~ ) a r e found. Sucllcases are of no 1'are occurrence; it
shonld, however, here be remembered that the most typical patterns are practically always
fonnd upon digit IV, often also npon digits JiII and V.
Digit I being usnally excluded from consideration when determining the pattern-shape
of an individnal, and the median proportions of digit II not essentially interfering with
the highly elliptic shape of all the other fingers, the indications o f the individual in
qnestion shonld be E~2, 69.5.

CHAPTEI~ 6.
INDEPENDENTLY VARYING 0HARACTERS OF FINGER-I~ATTERNS.
T h e t h r e e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of t h e p a p i l l a r y p a t t e r n s , viz. (1) q u a n t i ~ a ' t i r e v a l u e , (2) s h a p e , a n d (3) t w i s t i n g t e n d e n c y , t h e m u t u a l i n d e p e n d e n c e of w h i c h was f o u n d "through t h e a n a l y s i s o{ C h a p t e r 4 (p. 46),
h a v e b e e n d e t e r m i n e d for e a c h of t h e t e n fingers of s o m e 200 i n d i v i d u a l s .
U s i n g t h e r e s u l t s of s u c h i n v e s t i g a t i o n t h e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of ghe
i n d i v i d u a l s w e r e n o t e d , as d e m o n s t r a t e d in T a b l e X ! .
Mos~ of 'these i n d i v i d u a l s b e l o n g to a series of f a m i l y - g r o u p s , t h e
p e d i g r e e s of w h i c h a r e g i v e n in Fig. 23 a n d on Pls. I I I - I V ,
Before
e n t e r i n g i n t o a d i s c u s s i o n of e a c h c h a r a c t e r s e p a r a t e l y it m i g h t be well
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to study in one o~ 'these pedigrees (Fig. 23) the way in which no~ 0nly
the characteristics of each individual but also the quantitative values of
each separate finger may be noted. When familiar with this method of
working, one can from such a pedigree easily reconstruc~ a rough picture
of all the finger-patterns of an individual

E.37.~7~3.57_
').o..10~ I 5-0, ~'0

7.0,6.0 i(r
9.0,6"0 I ~0.0,,10.0

~.o~.o I s.o,9.o

~[

={ii,5)

E. !,GS
5"-0 ~7"0
0.10,0.8

"

B-O, 7"0
q-O, q'O
8"0 ~'0

E, R57
8-0 /lO"O "
0-t, 8"0
q-O, "10.0
q'O, 10"0
~'0 ~0"0

E,~'7.16 E.~'813 TM.55,83
9-0,7"0

8.0,(~'0

~-O, ~.q

0"9,7"9"

7"9,7-9

8-8, T"l

I0-'I,8"5"

"10"0,7"0 '10"~,~0"2
8-0,.?'0 q-o, 7"0

(s)8-8,8-~(q ~.0,8-o 8-5,t0-7
~5-0,7-0

(~6,s)

(97)

(ss)

Fig. 23. Pedigree showing the design and quantitative values of finger-patterns of nine
individuals belonging to three generations of one family-group (Fam. 3). For explanation see the text and the explanation of Pls. I I I and IV.

Fig. 23 demonstrates a family-group (Faro. 3) of three consecutive
generations. All individuals of the two first generations, tha~ is, parents
and three children (3,1-3, 3) have finger-patte1~as with an elliptical shape
(E) and without any twisting tendency. The wife of 3, 1, however, has
a circular pattera-shape with twisting tendency (TC), which latter
appears again, together with a broadening of the pattern-shape (TM)
in one of her children (3,13).
The quantitative values of the brother and sisters of second generation
(3, ]-3, 3) appear to be strikingly alike, varying between r
and 43.01,
all with values coming in between those of the two parents (37.67 and
53-62). Once again, the wife of 3, 1 differs from the fraternity mentioned
in having a considerably higher quantitative value (63.43), a trait which
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apparently also is carrie4 on to her children, their values having been
raised to a range of variation of 48.13-57.16.
9 As for the patterns of the separate fingers individual 3,19, may be
studied as an example. This girl is, from the figures of the pedigree, seen
to have loops on all fingers but digit II, one of the class=values always
being 0; these loops are all ulnar, the radial (first) figure being the highes~
one, and they are a]l rather well developed, the number of ridges between
triradius and core varying be6ween 9-10 (class 6, digit I l.) and > 20
(class 10, digit IV r.). The elliptical design, finally, characterises these
loops as being relatively tall and narrow, their ridges running longitudinally on the finger balls. The second fingers of bo~h righ'~ and lef~ hands
of the same individual carry well-developed whorls, slightly radial, both
having between 6riradii and cen~res on the radial side 11-13 r~dges
(class 7), and on the ulnar 17-20 (class 9). In the same way a recons6ruc~ion may be made of the finger-patterns of any individual of our pedigree.
What has been said here about the pedigree of Fig. 23 is valid also
for those of Pls. III-IV, the characteristics varying, of course, from one
individual to another. These pedigrees and a few others have been used
as basis for a study of heredity. They will in the following pages be used,
also, as the basis of our discussion about each one of ~he independently
varying characteristics of these patterns.
One technical question ought, however, firs~ ~o be ' solved. Below
the quantitative values of each individual is, upon all pedigrees, found
a figure enclosed in brackets, the value of which is somewhat, bu~ not
much, different from the individual values underlined at ~he top of ~he
individual columns. The figures in brackets below represen~ ~he "uncorrected," ~he underlined figures a~ ~he top ~he "corrected" individual
values. The meaning of such distinction will become evident from the
following consideration :
The s~a~is~ics of Chapters 2-3 have shown a very characteristic
difference ~o exist between ~he various fingers wi~h regard to ~he distribution of pattern-types upon them. The whorls, tha~ is ~he pa~tern-type
wi~h the highes~ quantitative values, are, in all human races investigated,
mos~ frequen~ upon digits I and IV, especially upon ~hese fingers of right
hands. The arches, the lowest-valued pa~tern4ype, are on the other
side found to have their maximum upon digi~ II. The loops, finally,
representing median quantitative values, are ~he preponderan~ patterns
of digits V and III. In Chapter 5 we have, further, seen how the quantitative value of an individual was supposed ~o be de~ermincd through a
simple summa~ioa of the values of i~s ten finger,s.
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The question now presents itself whether a procedure like the one
here mentioned can be considered quite just, no account being taken
of the statistical characteristics of the various fingers.
If, for one finger, e.g. digit V, a low value is a statistical characteristic,
while another finger, viz. digit IV, is generally found to have patterns
of high value, then a relatively high-valued pattern upon digit V would
in each special case mean something more than the same pattern found
upon a digit IV.
We ought, therefore, certainly before determining the quantitative
vahle of a person, to correct the di~erent finger-values in order to make
them really comparable. This has been done in the way shown in
Table XII.
In this table the finger-patterns of 125 individuals have been arranged
according to their quantitative value, each horizontal line of the table
giving one of the ten fingers, while the vertical columns give the
different finger-values ranging from 0-10. Each square of the table,
therefore, gives the number of patterns occurring upon a certain finger
of right or left hand and at the same time showing the special quantitative value of the vertical column to which the square belongs. At the
bottom of the table totals are given for right and left hands separately,
and for the whole material.
From the material ia each horizontal line of the table, the median
quantitative values have been determined for each of the ten fingers,
for right and left hands, all fingers being taken together, and for the whole
material of 1250 fingers. These median values, found in third column
from the right side of Table X I I , prove the already supposed characteristic difference to exist between the ten fingers, digit II of right hands
showing, in ore" material, a median quantitative value of ~.6, exactly
corresponding to that of the sum total of all fingers, while the median
values of digits I and IV are seen to be higher, those of digits III and
V, as well as of digit II of left hands, to be lower than that of digit
II~'.
Diyit II ~'. has the~'e]b~'e been taken as the ~tnity in ~'dation to which the
~nedian values of all other"finge~'s a~'e dete~'m~:ned (see last column but one
of Table XII). From Shis finger-relation a factor of correction has been
found (last column) with which the value of each finger should be
multiplied in order to be comparable with digit II r., and therefore aiso
with the corrected values of all other fingers.
For all individuals of the pedigrees each finger-value has been
corrected in the way just mentioned before being added for determination
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of the individnal vahies1. Sudh corrected v~lues will, as mentioned above ,
be fomld underlined a b the top; while the uncorrected, reached through a
simple addibion of the finger-values, have been added in brackets below
the class-figures of each individual.
A comparison of the two figures proves the difference between them
to be surprisingly small, considering that for each special finger '~he
factors of correction vary from 0" 8 (digit IV r.) up to 1.25 (digit V r.).
The higher values of digits I and IV and the lower ones of digits
III and V, in fac~, generally balance each other so as to make the effect
of ~heir corrections on the individual value less significant.
In the following sections of this chapter each of ~he independently
varying characters of the patterns will be investigated separately, with
regard to their general occurrence, as well as with regard to heredity.

(a) Quantitative Value.
As mentioned above, the quantitative value of individuals, that is,
the sum ~o~al of the values of their ten papillary patterns, may d priori
be supposed to vary between 0 and 100, according to r
more or less
developed state of the patterns.
ExPerience proves, indeed, fhat such is ~he case. Within the familymaterial indi~ddnals are found representing a value not far above 0,
others with a value of 90-100, and between these extremes any other
valne may be found.
It will first be of interest to study the composition of these totals
representing '~he quantitative values of individuals. Are the various
pat'[erns of one person usually Very uniform with regard to their values,
or do high and low values occur irregularly scattered among each other?
May, in other words, the ~uantitative value of an individual be considered
a cha~'acteristicfeaat~'e of this individual, or is it nothing but an accidental
expression of independently varying values of the different fingers?
In order ~o answer @is question I have, for 175 individuals, noted
the lowes~ as well as ~he highest qnanti ~ative values occurring upon any
of their fingers. The results ob'~ained are shown in Table XIII, where
lowest values, combined to groups, are represented in the horizontal
lines while corresponding groups of highest values will be found in vertical
columns.
The table shows tha~ in 53 individuals, or 33"14 per cent. of the
material inves~ig~,~ed, the lowest value is 0-1, which means ~ha'~ of an
t A table of multil)licatlon for such correction is found at the end of this paper.
(Table XXIV,)
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arch; no less than 8~'~ per cent;, o~ ~hese individuals (~9) prove to have
also a ra~her low highest vMue (0-1 or 2-6), while a few patterns only (9)
with their highest value belong ~o the group of 7-10. In 115 cases the
lowest value is 2-6, and in two cases even higher, belonging ~o the 7-10
group. Of ~he 115 individuals mentioned 92, or 80 per cent., have their
highes~ value witkin the highes~ group (7-10). In other words, out of
58 individuals who carry patterns with the lowest quantitative values
nine individuals (15..6 per cent.) only reach at the same time the highest
pattern-values; while, on the other aide, among 103 individuals wi~h highvalued patterns the same nine individuals, o1" no more ~han 8.8 per cent.,
are found with patOel"ns also o~ the lowest values.

TA:BL:S XIII. ]~ange of val,la~ion of quangi~give values.

It seems evident, from this ~able, that ~here exists some coincidence
be~wcea ~he quantitative values of the various fingers of one and the
same individual, the patterns representing either relatively low, or
relatively high values. The individual values may, therefore, be considered as characteristic of the individual itself not only as the sum of the
varying finger-values.
This result agrees very well with that reached with regard ~o the
correction of quanti6ative values. The finger-values of each individual
seem in fac~ ~o be varying within a certain range and rolmd a median
value, both of which are characteristic of the individual.
This peculiar balancing of high- and low-valued pa~terns of one and
the same individual is demonstrated also through a comparison of
vcoiation curves offinger-patte~'n values with the corresponding curve of
i~clividual pattern-values. A study of these curves gives at the same
time other results of interest.
The curves of Figs. 24- and 25, showing the variation of pattern-values
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of separage fingers are based upon the material already studied in
Table XII, that ]s, the fingers of 125 individuals.
The curves of Fig. 24 correspond to the three bottom lines of ~hat
table, giving ~;he to~al of all 1250 fingers of both hands as well as those
of right and left hands separately.
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:Fig. 24. Variabion curves of ]paggern-valfies of ghe ~lgers of bogh hands, 1250 fingers,
and of righg and tef~ hands separagaly, 625 fingers.

The three cm'ves all show great maxima at the values of 3.5-4.5,
while in each curve a considerable maximum is found also at the value
of 8-9. A comparison of the l'ight- and left-hand curves proves 3he
maxima mentioned to be somewhat more accentuaeed in the fingers of
right hands than in those of lefts.
In l~'ig: 25 each curve is based upon 250 fingers, no distinction here
having been made between right and left hands. These curves clearly
illustrate the differences between the various digits.
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The highest maximum of the summation curve (Fig. 24-), that above
the value of 3.5-4.5, is found also in each of the finger-curves, bug very
differently developed. Digit V is with regard go this maximum far in
advance of the other fingers, then follow digits IV, III and I close up to
each other, while digit II keeps so far behind ghag the maximum would
here scarcely be noticed without comparison with the other fingers.
The lower maximum (Fig. 24, above the values of 8-9) is clearly
visible in the curve of digit IV and may be seen also in ghag of digit I,
while in digits III and V the slight rise ag this place would scarcely be
called a maximum; the curve of digit II is in its whole length remarkably
even and scarcely any point can be reckoned as a maximum.
The five finger-curves differ remarkably also with regard go the
lowest values (0-1), such values being scarcely represented among fourth
and fifth fingers, somewhat lnore in digits I and III, their occurrence
reaching its maximal height in digit II.
These results with regard go the quantitative values of digits I-V
agree perfectly well with the results of general statistics of the three
common pattern-types--whorls, loops and arches (Tables I-II).
The most common type was found go be the loop, which, according
to our classification, represents (in unreduced state) the quantitative
values of 3.5-5. The highest maximum, therefore, of the curve of Fig. 24
is doubtless caused by the very frequent occurrence of this pattern. With
this view the five curves of Fig. 25 all agree, the loop-maximum being
highest in the curve of digit V, and scarcely visible in ghag of digit II,
just what was go be expected from the statistical occurrence of the loop
pattern upon the various fingers.
The second maximum of the shmmagion curve (Fig. 2{) at the values
of 8-9 corresponds in the same way go the occurrence of more or less
unreduced whorls, the quantitative value of such patterns varying from
8-10. Remembering ghag whorls occur most frequently upon digits I
and IV of right hands (Tables I and II) we lmderstand also why the
right hand curve of Fig. 2{ ag this point shows a considerably higher
maximnm than that of left hands, as well as why this second maximum
is visible especially in the curves of digits IV and I.
For the lowest values, those of arches, the summation curve of Fig. 2{
shows a rather conspicuous rise, which, as seen in Fig. 25, is caused by
~heir relatively very frequent occurrence among the patterns of digit II,
partly also those of digit III, the same t~wo fingers where, according go
the general statistics of Tables I and II, arches were go be expected.
So far a full agreement exists between the statistical occurrence
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of pa~:~:ern-~ypes on One side, and,~he grouping of pa~erns according to
~:heir quan~i~a~:ive values on ~he o~her side.
Through the consideration especially of the summation curve one
important: question arises wi~:h regard ~o ~he natural connection between
different: pa~ern-~ypes, or, in o~her words, be~ween differen~ quantitative values. Does the series of fallin 9 vcdues from 10 to 0 represent also
a continuous series of stayes eonneetin9 the hiyh-vahted patte,rns, the whorls,
through those of the median vcdues, the loops, with the lowest values, the co'ehes?
A series like ghis would fully correspond ~o ~he phylogene~ic view maint~ained by Whipple and o~her au~hors (see above, p. 24) and is s~rongly
supported by a comparison of differen~ papillary pa~erns. We have
~hus seen (Figs. 4 and 5, 10-17) many examples of a gradual ~ransi~ion
from all sor~s of whorls ineo loops, and fl'om loops into arches, as well
as ~ransi~ions directly bebween whorls and arches. Is ~his view supported
also by ~he curves jus~ demonstrated?
The answer ~o ~his question is negative. If all loops as well as arches
have arisen ~hrough a gradual reduction of whorls, we should expee~
~o find also a gradual ~ransieion in ~he occurrence of "~he various reduegion sgages. The high maximum of ~he summation curve (Fig. 24)
formed by ~he loops, ~herefore, seems ~o indiea~e~ha~ such pa~erns,
besides representing whorls checked in ~heir development, also have an
origin and existence of ~heir own. As mentioned in a previous chapter
(p. 26), Sehlaginhaufen (1906) has, from his results upon Prima~e-plan~ae,
already suggested ~ha~ such may be ~he ease, saying (p. 679) : "gedoeh is'~
es denkbar, das die mensehliehen Simus obliqui eurva~i und verwand~e
Formen direlG aus en~spreehenden Figurae ~ensae hervorgegangen sind
ohne den Weg ihrer En~wieklung dutch die gesehlossenen Fig. eurva~ae
genommen zu haben,"
The results of our investigations give a s~rong suppor'~ 'm ~his
suggestion of Sehlaginhaufen.
From a comparison of certain pa~ern-series (Figs. 10, 14, 16, 17) i~
seems eviden~ ~ha~ loops may occur which should beyond doub~ be
considered as whorls checked in ~heir development. Bu~ ag ~he same ~ime
9~he s~a~is~ics prove ~he frequency of large loops ~o exceed by far ~he
occurrence ~o be expected by such a reduction s~age. An a~en~ive s~udy
of ~he various loops indicates also a difference'between ~hem pointing
~o a double origin, many large loops especially often found upon digits
III and V (Fig. 11 a) being, indeed, ~oo fully and ~oo harmoniously
developed ~o represen~ ~ransi~ion s~ages only.
I~ seems ~o me, ~herefore, more eorree~ go consider bo~h whorls and
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large loops as fully developed (original?). parterns upon human fingers,
from both of which a transition may occur in%opatterns of a lower quantitative value, arches being the end-result of such ~ransition and loops
often occurring also as a transitional stage during the reduction from
whorls into arches.
In order to test ~his hypothesis s~a~istically all patterns with two
triradii, therefore obviously derived from whorls, have in the curves of
Figs. 26 and 27 been separated from ~hose with only one ~riradius, ~he
latter group containing, besides all patterns derived from original loops,
also such lower valued pa~terns representing or derived from transitional
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loops. The lower values, therefore, will in great abundance be f0tmd upon
the loop side of the curves.
In all these curves of Figs. 26 and 27 the patterns with two triradii
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are found on the right side of the figure, and the values 0-10 here means,
as usual, the averaged value of both sides Of the pattern. The left side
of each curve consists of all patterns with only one triradius. The deltaless
side of each pattern carrying the values 0, the figures 89 of tlle curves will,
therefore, also here give the average values of both sides of the pattern.
The summation curve, Fig. 26, gives an interesting picture. Upon
each side we find a maximum of the fully developed patterns, the mireduced whorl (value 8-10) to the right, and the imreduced loop (value
l o~ to the left, the number of loops being by far the greater.
The slope of the curve towards the O-point is very much steeper on
the whQrl side, which means that a transitiQn from whorls directly into
arches is rather rare, the arches commonly being reached through a
transitional loop-stage. The rise of the curve at the 0-point is obviously
caused by the fact that arches no longer represent a transition-stage, but
rather a stage of accumulation of the most reduced patterns,
The five curves of Fig. 27 give further illustrations of the relation
between whorls and loops, each one of the fingers here being taken into
consideration separately.
The most remarkable feature of these curves, as in %hose of Fig. 25,
is perhaps their great difference with regard to the 0-point, patterns of
the lowest values being scarcely represented in digits IV and V, wlfile in
digit II this point represents a maximum of the curve.
The loop side of the curve of digit II contaillS only few unreduced
pa~terns, but a continuous series of reduction stages, augmenting towards
the lower values. In digit III also the number of reduced loops is rather
high at all stages, but here, as well as in all the other fingers, there exists
also a well-defined maximum of high-valued loops. Such is the case
especially with digit V, in which the unreduced loops play a very
great part, while reduced loops as well as whorls and arches are very
sparely represented.
The highest maximum of unreduced whorls is found in the curve of
digit IV, the reduction of whorls upon this finger apparently stopping
at a value of about 5, while very few patterns on either side of the curve
of this finger reach the arch-value. Also upon digits I and II whorls
are rather frequent but here in a relatively more reduced shape. While,
therefore, the total number of whorls is very similar upon the first
finger and the fourth, the fall of the curve of digit I is considerably
more slow and gradual than in that of digit IV.
The above resulbs with regard to the double nature of loops were
5---2
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reached at an advanded stage of my investigation, a~d have, therefore,
not been taken into consideration as influencing the basis of ore-Classifi~
cation. A further study of the loops will be necessary before this question
can be definitely solved. It should be remembered, however, that in the
present paper, for the reason mentioned, some lmcertainty prevails
with regard to the classification of large loops, the fully-developed
"original" loops probably belonging to higher classes (6 or 7) than the
ones (classes 4- and 5) ~o which they have been referred. This would,
with reference to the curves of Fig. 24-, mean that the high maximum
above the values 4. and 5 should, at the sacrifice of its height, be
extended towards the l'ight side to the values Of classes 6 and 7.

30~

20Ib'I0-

Fig, 28. ValUation curve of individuM pa~rn.vMues, b~sed upon
investigation of 175 individuals.

We now turn to the corresponding curve of variatio,y~of the individual
patted'n-values, based upon a material of 175 persons mostly belonging
to the family-groups of this paper (Fig. 28).
Compared with l~he very irregular curve of Fig. 24. this individual
curve seems sm:pr[singly smooth and regular. Also here we have, it is
true, an in'egularity at the top of the curve, this top being double. But
the two maxima thus indicated are not nearly so distinct, nor so deeply
separated as in the curve of finger-values. Taldng into consideration
what has just been said about the classification of large loops, the
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summit of the cm've, that dbove 40-50,,ought probably to be moved
towards 'the right side, that is, the gap between both maxima would be
filled up more o1" less, and the individual curve would become approximately symmetrical.
Such a comparison between the pattern-value curves of separate
fingers and that of individuals strongly supports the assumption already
made (p. 60) of the varying finger-values being, as it were, controlled
by the pattern-value of the individual, so that high- and low-valued
patterns occm" upon the ten fingers wi'thin a range of variation characteristic of the individual in question. In variation curves based upon
separate fingers (Figs. 24- and 25) all such oscillations will be of full
effect, while in the individual curve (Fig. 28) they cancel each other and
disappear from the picture which now gives only median values Characteristic of each individual.
When spea.king about these oscillations of pattern-values from finger
to finger in one and the same individual, it seems natural to recall
the causal connection which no doubt exists between the configurations
of papillary patterns and the shape and elevation of each speaial fingerball (see Chapter 3, p. 26).
It is mlpossible gt the present stag~ of our knowledge to decide
the exact nature of the relations existing between balls and pa'tterns.
It is very probable, however, tha~ the papillary patterns with varying
details of their configurations may also be considered a~ indicators of
changes in the shape of the finger-bali% too delicate to 'be d~rectly
observed. For a discussion of heredity it is, therefore, impossible in each
case to decide whether the genotype in question determines the configuration of ,the pattern directly, or only indirectly through the shape of
the finger-ball.
With regard to the quantitative values of finger-patterns it seems
to me very p%bable that they to some extent depend on the fingerballs, such dependency causing the oscillations just studied round
-~ median value characteristic of the individual. One and rue same
hereditary pattern-design might, thus, upon one finger, e.g. digit IV,
develop into a whorl, while on digit V it appears as a loop, and on digit II
perhaps even as a simple arch, all these differences being duu to the
characteristic elevation and shape of each finger.
For the questioa of heredity, therefore, the oscillating finger-values
~re of little importance in comparison with the median value of the
individual, the inheritance of which should, therefore, before all, be
investigated.
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Taking as a star~ing-point the approximately symmetrical variation
curve of such values (Fig. 28) we have before us the picture of a fluctuating variation, or, this curve might also represent the varyi,~W phenotypes

of an'heredita'ry character, due to multiple factors.
In order to test 'this possibility '~he family-material of Fig. 23 and
Pls. III and IV has been arranged graphically, according t,o the quan~i.t~tive values of ~he individual% as seen in Fig. 29 a-b.
In these schemes the various families are represented by horizontal
lines, each line meaning one generation, and each individual being noted
at'a place on ~he horizontal line corresponding '~o ~he individual value
of their finger-patterns. In a number of cases the range of variation
of the parental "fraternities" is demonstrated by thin horizontal lines
above, and connected with either father or mother. In one case (Faro. 1,4),
the third generation, the grandchildren are also represented by a line
below that of ~he children
In most of the families thus illustrated we find the pa~tern-vahies
of the children within the range of the line representing the values of
their parents, the filial values being as a rule rather equally distributed
along the line of their generation. Typical examples of such distribution
are the Families 1,2; 1,4; 1,7; 1,8; 1,2% 1,42; 2,2; 3; 3,1; 4=,n. In
other cases, as Fares. 1, a ; 1, 26; 1, ~; 1, ~6, in which ~e-4is~ribution Of
filial values might seem abelTant, ~he hereditary nature of ~he character
becomes more probable when the fraternity lines of one .or both parents
are observed. Faro. 2,4, in which the values of both parents are very
closely related, the range of their fraternity values not being known, may
find its explanation in the same way as e.g. Faro. 1,46, the picture of
which is -ra~her-similar.
Of genetical importance are the two incomplete families, Faro. 6
and Faro. X, in which one or both parents are wanting but where all
investigated members of the families have strikingly low patternvalues. Statistically such low values are very rare, and their coincident
occurrence in two or more members of the same family can be explained
only through the suggestion of heredity.
As already mentioned, ~he shape of the variation curve approximating
that of the normal cm've would, on the supposition that the quantitative
value of finger-pat~erns is an hereditary character, indicate ~hat it is
based upon a series of multiple factors. This assumption is .supported
9~lso by the very regular distribution so often found for the quantitative value of the children round and between the values of both
paren,~as.
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Looldng upon each single fraternity, as, well as the whole population
investigated, as an F2 generation--the parents of each fraternity being
without doubt in an overwhehning number heter0zygotes--we should
expect to find at one end of the curve a relatively small number of
recessive homozygotes with a value of their finger-patterns like 0, and
at the other end a correspondingly small number of high-valued dominant
homozygotes with a value of 100, While between these points all individuals are supposed to be either heterozygotes with regard to one or
more of the multiple factors responsible for the quantitative development
of finger-putterns, or homozygous, but with some factors recessive and
others dominant.
Through a determination of the number of recessive or dominant
homozygotes in a sufficiently large /~ generation we should have an
indication of the number of hereditary factors concerned.
Of course, no human fraternity exists in any way large enough for
such use. A scientifically based solution of this question is, therefore,
excluded.
I t would, however, be of great interest to test further our working
hypothesis, and especially to find whether the apparently aberrant
families of Fig. 29, e.g. Fame. 1,46; 2,~; 4,2; 7,4, etc. in which the
quantitative values of the children differ more or less obviously from
those of the parents, constitute objections to mtr assumpti6n of multiple
factors. I have, therefore, made use of the fact that the numerical
distJqbution of phenotypes within a n / ~ generation following this mode
of inheritance is the same as that of an accidentally composed population, trying to find the number of individuals carrying the lowest and
highest quantitative pattern-values in a population large enough to give
reliable results.
A population suitable for this purpose was found in the large
and excellently arranged material of the Court of Justice of Kristiania
(2~,518 individuals), already used for the general statistics of fingerpatted'us (Tables I and II).
The statistical occurrence of pattern-types within this population
corresponds very well with that of the smaller one, represented in our
family material. Like the latter it would, therefore, if arranged according
to the quantitative values of each pattern, doubtless also form a symmetrical cm've of variation.
In this material I have determined the number of individuals with
a pattern-value of O, that is with simple arches on all ten fingers, as
well as those with a value of 100, unreduced whorls on all fingers.
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The numbers obtained were 26 individuals with a value of 0, and 2830 with a value of 100, the determination of arches being absolutely
certain, while that of the whorls was questionable in a few cases. Twentysix individuals in a population of 24,518 means 1 : 943, which approximates 1:1024 closely enough to illdicate that five pairs of multiple
factors might be cumulating their e=ffectsin determining the quantitative
value of papillary patterns upoll human fingers, either directly or through
detailed modelling of the finger-balls upon which the patterns are
developing.
According to this hypothesis the value of 100 might be expressed
by the formula AABBCCDDEE, while that of 0 would be aabbccddee,
all intermediate values showing genotypes with the same factors partly
dominant and partly recessive. Assuming that the effects of these ten
factors are equal and cumulative w6 may make also the fllrther assumption that each dominant factor, as compared with its recessive
Mlelomorph, augments the pattern value of an individuM with ten
units. We should, then, expect to find a series of phenotypes distributed
like that of the coefficients of the expanded binomial (c~ + b)1~ that is:
VMue
:No. of indiv

0
1

10
10

26
45

30
120

40
210

50
252

60
210

70
120

80
4~

90
10

100
! = 1024

Through reduction of this series to a sum total of 175 individuals,
corresponding to the number of individuals whose quantitative values
are represented in the curve of Fig. 28, we get the (expected) series of
Table XIV, while the observed series basing the curve men~.ioned is
added below for a comparison.
The two curves of these series are shown in :Fig. 30.
VMue :

0

10

20

Expected :
Observed :

0.2

1"7

7"7

3

9

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

20.5
35"9 43.0
35"9
20.5
7.7
1.7
0.2
17
29
36
25
30
16
8
2
= 175

T.~BL~ XIV. " E x p e c t e d " ~nd " o b s e r v e d " series of w r i ~ i o n of tile
qll~ntit~tive vMues of 175 incHviduMs.

As will be seen from both table and cm'ves the general conformity
of the two series is somewhat disturbed with regard to the extreme values
on bo'th sides as well as at the top of the curve.
The difference between both curves with regard to their top is,
however, not surprising, the broken line of our empiricM curve being, as
discussed above, apparently due to the difficulties of a correct classification of the large loops (cf. p. 68).
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The other deviation, consisting in a surplus in the frequency of
extreme individuals, is also easily explained. Our material is, namely,
in so far not representative, as dul~ng my investigation I have been
especially interested in low- and high-value families, hoping to find there
an example of the homozygous conditions.
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]Vig. 30. The curve of t0ig. 28, representing the I0at~t~ern-values of 175 individuals,
as compared with the binomial curve (see Table XIV).

These facts remembered, the conformity of the two curves seems,
indeed, sufficient for maintaining, as a worlzing hypothesis, the supposition
of five pairs of multiple factors causing the individual pattern-values.
It remains, however, still tosee how such a suggestion will worl~ in
each special case of observed family results.
As a representative family we may first look at Faro. 1, ~ (Fig. 29 a),
with its great difference between the pattern-values Of both parents
(~ 92.96, 9 32.37), and with no less than eight children, all investigated.
The father of Faro. 1, ~ with lris extraordinarily high pattern-value of
92-96 should, according to our working hypothesis, have nine dominant
representatives of the multiple factors in question. His genotype,
therefore, may be expressed as AABBCCDDEe, while ~hat of the
mother (value 32.37) might be AaBbCcddee (Table XV). The germcells of the father would, with regard ~o the pattern-factors, be of ~wo
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kinds only, namely ABCDE and ABCDe, while those of the mother
would, wi~,h a trihybrid genotype, represent eight different combinations
of pattern-factors. (The three dominan~ factors of the mother might, of
com'sc, occur in any of the five pairs of allelomorphs, as, e.g., AABbccddee
or aaBbccDDee. A dis~ribu'~ion of them upon three different pairs
(making the genotype trihybrid) is, however, the condition necessary for
a maximal variation of the germ-cells.) As shown in Table XV crossings
between such germ-cells would result in 16 combinations of factors, the

9 ~ " " " ' - ~ ' A B C ABe. At, C~c,.BC A b o
,{r
de I de I a..e 9 ae
de
ABCDe
9

t

7 [ (~ ]--6

(~

5

,:,-Be ~ b C
&e
a_e
b-

~bc
a.e

5

I

Ta~

XV. Number of dominants in fertilized eggs. P~ange of v~ri~ion of
quantitative values of :F~m. 1, 4.

number of dominants of which would vary between 4 and 8, representing finger values of 40-80, with a frequency of each value corresponding to the series 1-4-6-4-1. Our expecbations are, as will be seen
(Fig. 29 a), in this case fully realised in so far as among the eight children
all groups of values are represented, the median value being the one with
the highest frequency.
All other families might be treated in the same way. For our purpose
it will, however, be sufftcient to determine for each family the expected
range of variation of the pattern-value in m'der to compare this result
with the values observed in an investigation of the clfildren.
The results of this investigation are shown in Table XVI. The
expected range of variation of a family will depend upon the number
and distribution of dominants among the multiple factors in question
in tbe genotype of both father and mother, and especially upon the
maximal and minimal numbers of donfinants in their germ-cells. A
cross between germ-cells of minimal value will give the lower bm'der
of the range of variation, while its upper border will be reached through
crosses between germ-cells with maximal values.
A comparison between the expected variabion and that observed
shows as a general rule the pattern-values of all investigated children
falling within the expected range, even where the average values of
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parents and children (Fares. 1,41; 1,46) would seem to indicate a considerable deviation. In each family of Fig. 2~ a-b the expected range of
variation is shown by a broken line.
There are, indeed, only two exceptions to this rule, namely, the
Fares. 4, 2 and 7, 4. In the first-named family the expected range of variation of the pattern-value is from 0 to 70, while the value of one of the
children reaches beyond this range to 77. Admitting, however, the
probability of fluctuating variation within each genotype, 'this difference
should perhaps not be considered large enough to represent a real
exception to the rule. In the other family (7, 4) the difference is found on
the lower border of the expected range of variation, and here it is so large
--6 instead of 20--that it can scarcely be explained as an effect of
fluctuation.
Some mutational change within one of the seven dominant allelomorphs of the mother, making it lose its dominance, would in 6his case
produce the effect observed in one of the children; it may, however, also
have been produced through a change in the effect of some "modifying"
factor or factor-groups.
From the above discussio,1 I feel justified in suggesting that

the quantitative patte~'n-value of individuals may be due to the effect of
multiple factor's (five pairs?), influencing either the finger-patterns
directly or, more probably, the shape of the finger-balls, which again
form the base of developmenb of the papillary patterns. The effects of
these multiple factors are not equally developed upon all ten fingers,
each of these having its own characteristics distinctly exhibited statistically.

(b) Design of finge~'-patte~'ns.
(a) Patte~'n~shape,circular-elliptic.
As shown in Chapter 4 there is a very considerable difference between
the patterns with regard to their shape, some of them being narrow
ellip'tical while most are broad and approximately circular. Between
these two extremes we find also a median type of shape. Such distinction
may be made not only for whorls but also for loops and arches, the
methods of classification having been demonstrated above (Chapter 5,
Pls. I and II). In the pedigrees (Fig. 23 and Pls. III and IV) the patternshape of each individual is marked as E (elliptical), M (median) or C
(circular).
An investigation of these pedigrees will soon convince one of the
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heredity of this character. In ~he large F,am. I, for example (PI. III),
the typical pattern-shape is circular, no E occurring in this family except
where i~ is brought; in from outside. This is the case in the family branch
1,2, where a woman with M is married ~o a man with elliptical shape of
his patterns. Within this branch the ellipse appears not only in three of
tlie children but also in the third get/oration (I, 211).
A very different picture is given by the two families 2 (Pl. IV) and 3
(Fig. 23), both typical ellipse families. In Faro. 2 the old grandmother
was found to have a narrow elliptical l)attcrn-shape, the same being the
case also with her three children investigated. One of these (2, 2), herself
ellil)tical, married a man with circular patterns, among the children were
three elliptical and two median ones; another daughter (2,4), whose
husband had circular patterns, has also three children all with ellipses.
Ellipses are also found in both. parents of Faro. 3 as well as in all children
investigated; one of these children, a son (3, I), is married to a woman
with broad circular pa~terns, and among their children two have elliptical,
the third one a median pattern-shal)e.
In Table XVII all families of our pedigrees are arranged according to
the pattern-shapes of both parents, tIere we find, in the median column,
four matings, with 12 children in all, in which one parent has circular
(C), the other elliptical (E) patterns. One only of these children shows
a clearly circular pattern-shape, while in eight it is elliptical, and in three
median. This might indicate a dominance of E over C, a suggestion which
is supported also by the results o~ the 11 (or perhaps even 131) crossings
shown in the two first columns of the same table, in which none of the
parents have an elliptical pattern-shape. Among the 35 (or 4] ?) children
of these matings no single one al)peared to have elliptical finger-patterns,
just the result to be expected if C was the recessive character.
In the two columns at the right side of the table we find five (perhaps
six?) matings between persons, none of whom have circular patternshapes. I f E is considered the dominant character of a monohybrid
crossing, we should here expect among the 14 (177) children to find a few
also with a recessive, circular pattern-shape. This is however not the
case, and these latter crossings, therefore, do not give support to the
supposition of E being the dominant factor. The number of matings, as
well as t h a t of children, is, however, especially in these two cohimns,
so small that no decisive weight should be attached to the results here
given.
1 I n gho quesgionable families ag gho bot;gom of firs~ a n d lasg oolumns of Table X V I I
only one of gho parents has boon invesgigagod.
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It ought also to be remembered that the Character of the median shape
of the finger-patterns has not yet been sufficiently studied. We do not
yet know whether this median group represents heterozygo tee, or whether
with its arbitrarily fixed border-lines it represents only the overlapping
caused by a fluctuating variation within the extreme groups.
Until these questions have been decided with a larger material no
definite result can be reached as to the bype of heredity of the circulareIliptical shape of finger-patterns.
With regard to the munerieal occurrence of the circular and elliptical
pattern-shape it seems evident that the former is by far the most fl'equent,
even if the elliptical shape oecm's frequently enough among human families
for omitting the rather discriminating name of "Simian type," previously
applied upon such pabterns. My family material gives, however, no true
picture of the numerical relations between circular and elliptical patternshape, the latter being probably too amply represented because of the
high interest attached to the study of this type.

([3) Twisting tendency. Double loops and their derivatives.
As demonstrated already in Figs. 14-17, both circular and elliptic
pabterns may be complicated through a more or less pronmmeed tendency
to twisting, the papillary ridges forming not concentric figm'es or simple
spirals, but double spirals or double loops more or less intimately twisted
rmmd each other. We have seen also that from the various types of
double loops there exist series of transitions partly into simple loops and
parbly directly into arches.
The twisting tendency has in our analysis of papillary patterns been
proved to appear independently of the circular-elliptical shape of patterns,
as well as of their quantitative value. Before turning to the question
of the heredity of this new characber it will be necessary to take a
survey of its general oeem'renee.
As shown in Table XVIII, the appearance of twisted patterns is very
much more frequent upon digit I (,18 per cent.) than on any of the other
fingers, nearly so, indeed, as on all the others taken together. Digit V,
on the other side, has a very low percenbage (6.4 per eenL) of twisted
patberns, while they are more equally distributed upon the three median
fingers (12.8-17 per cent.). A strange feature in the distribution of
twisbed pattern is seen in bheir greater fl'equeney upon left hands (56.7
per cent.) than upon righb ones (43.3 per cent.), a distribubion which is
valid, not only for bhe hands baken as a whole, but also for each of the foa~
J o m ' n . of Gen. x v
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first fingers; an opposite relation, upon digit V of right (7) and left (4)
hands may, indeed, nob be considered contradictory Bo this rule, the
figures here being too small for giving a reliable result.
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TABLE XVIII. Tendency to twisting. Distribution in percentage of ~11
twisted p~tterns.

This very special distribution of twisted patterns upon the various
fingers is 8 strong indication of their dependence upon the shape of the
apical pad of the finger. Their great preponderance upon digit I would
indicate some causal connection with the broad balls of this finger, and
--if this be the case--their frequent occurrence, especially upon left
fingers, would further indicate that the finger-balls of left hands are,
generally speaking, more flattened than those of the right.
It may be of interest for the whole Characteristics of the fingers to
cast a glance also at the numerical relations between the regular, untwisted whorls, and the twisted patterns (double loops and theh" derivatives) which, in bhe general statistics, are considered as whorls because of
their having two tfiradii.
A survey of such relations is given in Table XIX, showing the whorls
of all fingers divided into two groups according to their being twisted
or not. Here again, we find 8 very conspicuous difference between
digit I and all the others. While upon digit I of right and left hands
53"9 per cent. and 79.6 per cent. respectively of all whorls prove to be
twisted, we find a much lower percentage (10-25) of twisted whorls upon
all other fingers.
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Of special interest is a comparison between digi~ I and digit IV,
these two fingers being, in all human races investigated (see p. 23 and
Tables V-IX), very similar with regard to the sgatistics of papillary
patterns, so long as s~atisf,ics are based only upon the three main types
of patterns--whorls, loops and arches. As a special characteristic of both
fingers has been noted tJheir extraordinarily high percentage of whorls.
We now see that these whorls of digit I and digit IV respectively are, to
a great extent, of a different character, those of digit IV representing
mostly (90 per cent. and 80.6 per cent. upon right and left hands) regular
untwisted whorls, while upon digit I of both hands the great mass of
whorls are in reality double loops, only a relatively small number (~6.1
per cent. and 20.~ per cent.) being ordinary whorls.
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This fact supports what was said above about a causal connection
between the special broad shape of digit I and the development of double
loops upon its distal phalanx. Such a connection would, however, in no way
interfere with the tendency to twisting being at the same time an hereditary character. As already mentioned, we should, in our analysis of
the papil!,~ry patterns, always remember that any particular feature of
these patterns ought, perhaps, to be considered as a visible expression
of some change within the finger-ball itself, a change which, of course,
may be either hereditary or not hereditary. If, on the other hand, the
twisting tendency should prove to be due to an hereditary factor directly
influencing the papillary pattern, then the causal connection between
the latter and the finger-ball would be that of a genotype, the phenotypical expression of which depends upon certain conditions of life
promoting or preventing its development. In both cases a frequent
appearance of twisted patterns in certain families, together with its
non-appearance in others, would indicate hereditary influence. The
dependence between balls and patterns will, in both cases, cause the
unequal development of the twisting uponvarious fingers, or even prevent
6--2
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i~s appearance on such fingers where the conditions of ~he pads are no~
favourable for i'ts development.
A survey of ~he minubely analysed material of ~he finger-prin~s from
174 individuals proves, one or more ~wisted pab~erns to exist in 76
individuals (43.6 per cent.). Among these, again, 31 persons (18 per cent.
of all) carry ~wis~ed pa~erns upon bheir digi~ I only, while in the rest
such pa~erns occur also on digits II-V, in the disbribu~ion shown in
Table XVIII.
In the pedigrees we find examples of ramifies which give a strong
impression of an hered'itary nature of the gMsting gendency (T). Thus
in Fares. 1, 2 and 5 ~he bwisted pa~erns gre very common, while in
Fares. 3, 4 and 6 they scarcely exist. The numerical relations of the
oeem'renee of ~wisted and regular patberns in parengs and children are
shown in Table XX, in which all families of our pedigrees are grouped
according to the existence or absence of ~wis~ing in ~he patterns of the
parents.
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TABL~XX. Tendencyto twist; heredity.
Iu all cases in which both parents have only untwisbed, regular
pab~erns (R • R), four families wi~h together nine children, none of the
children have shown any ~endency to bwisting. In ~he corresponding
group a~ ~he o~her end of the bable, in which both parents have twisted
pa~erns ( T • T), one child (Faro. 1,1) was fouad wi~h only regular
pa~terns. All other (11) children, however, of such matings show bhe
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development of twisting. T~e families, ti in munber, in which one
parent has twisted and the other regular patterns (T x R), have in all
~0 children, 20 with twisted and 20 with regldar patterns.
All this might indicate a simple dominance of twisting (T) over
regular (R), the T-parents being t o a great extent heterozygo~es; such
might, for example, be the case with all the families of the second coh~mn
of our table with a stun total of 22 children, nine of which have twisted
while ]3 have only regular patterns. In the two families of the third
column in which, among 11 children, ten have twisted patterns, one of
the parents might perhaps be a homozygous dominant, all children
showing, therefore, phenotypically the dominant character, which has,
however, for some reason been suppressed in one child of Faro. 1,4. But
as a contrast we find in column 4 a very different case, in which no
less than six children have regular patterns, while only one has shown a
faint tendency of twisting.
The facts here presented, sufficient to prove the hereditary nature
of the twisting tendency of papillary patterns, therefore, give as yet no
satisfactory demonstration of the type of heredity. If this heredity
should in future prove to be that of a simple Mendelian dominance of T
over R, some modifying factor would be necessary to accmmt for cases
like those of the families 1, 4 and 7, 4. The numbers of individuals as yet
at our disposal are, however, too small to justify definite conclusions.
The heredity of the pattern-design, now proved through a consideration of the characterisLics of parents and children in different families,
may perhaps be as clearly demonstrated through a comparison of
the whole pictures represented by the patterns of different members,
or even generations, of one and the same family.
As mentioned above (p. 64:) it is very difficult to find patterns forming
harmonious series of transitions between whorls and loops or arches, or
between double loops and arches, if the pictures are no%taken from nearly
related persons. Already this fact is an indication of 'the existence within
each family of a certain genotype which determines the main lines of the
pattern-shape. The degree of development of such a genotype will, as
already shown, in each pattern, depend first upon the quantitative value
of the individual to which it belongs and, secondly, also upon the characteristics of each special finger.
An illustration of this is given in Fig. 31 showing finger-patterns from
three generations of one and the same family (Faro. 1,~, Pl. III). In the
first line of this figure we find the patterns of digit IV of left and right
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hands of a man 60 years old (1, ~l).,In accordance with what has been said
above with regard to the analysis of patterns, we recognise in these pictures
patterns with a n elliptic shape (E) and with a marked tendency to
twisting (T). The quantitative value of the right-hand pattel~ is 9.5,
its radial and ulnar side presenting respectively the classes 10 and 9;
the left-hand pattern has a value of 8.5, both sides belonging to classes
10 and 7 respectively.
With regard to the course of the papillary ridges we see upon the right
digit IV a double loop, the inner ends of which, as a consequence of~he
elliptic shape of the pattern, are approximately parallel to "the longitudinal axis of the finger, one loop descending towards the proximal, the
other ascending towards the dis~al end of the phalanx. This double
loop is, however, not fully developed, its ascending branch being, as it
were, narrowed at its base, so "that onlyits peripheral l~dges are continued,
and can be traced as taking part in the formation of the outer, elliptic
part of the pat~ern, the central ridges of this ascending loop not being
continued. On the left digit IV this same process is further developed,
~he ascending inner end of one loop being quite cut otY from its more
peripheral uontinuat/on, and isolated as a nucleus in the centre of the
pattern (" Amygdalus" Purkinj e; "Amande" Alix, etc.). In this pattern
the longitudinal ridges of the right digit IV have taken a more oblique
course so that the proximal end of the pattern turns towards the ulnar
side of the finger.
The ~wo next lines of the same Fig. 31 show five patterns from two
sons of the man first studied, 1,23 and 1,25. In all these pictures we find
the same elliptical shape (E) characteristic of the patterns of the father.
This shape is seen even in the much reduced pattern of digit II 1. of Nr.
1,2~, in which a loop containing only a few ridges has still a very considerable height. In this latter pattern no twisting can, of course, be
seen; but in all the others we find very conspicuous traces of a twisting
tendency (T) of the ridges. The quantitative value of these twisted
patterns varies from 9.5-6; corresponding to the sinking value we find
also a series of pictures.ilhistrating the reduction of "the double loop,
already pointed out for the father, from a ful!y-developed double loop
with longitudinally nmning l~dges in the descending and ascending innel:
ends (Nr. 1,25, digit I 1.) to a more or less com~31ete isoiation and reduction of the ascending loop (Nr. 1,25, digit III 1.; Nr. 1~23, digit IV 1.
and digit IV r.).
In the fourth line, finally, some pictures are given from the third
generation of this same family, viz. one picture from each of three children

Fig. 31. lringer-paf,tenm from six individuals belonging ~o ~hree generations of one and
~he same family, all showing tile same design (E-~/'), characteristic of many members
of t,his family.
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of Nr. 1,~. The first picture in the fourth line (Nr. 1,2~2, digit II 1.) shows
in connection with the one placed above it the simila1~ty between the
patterns of corresponding fingers of father and daughter, both having
the relatively rarely occurring long and narrow loops which indicate the
elliptic shape of 'the patterns, and which through further reduction would
give 'the so-called "tented arch." The two other pictures of the fourth
line, again, fully correspond to those described above from grandfather,
father and uncle of these children, showing the elliptic shape, and also a
more or less reduced remnant of an ascending loop, that is, an indication
of the Swishing tendency:
It may be of interest here %o note the close correspondence between
the two pai'rs of pictures forming the right side of Fig. 31, the two upper
ones showing one and the same finger (digit IV r.) in fatlier and son, the
two lower ones likewise showing corresponding fingers (digit 1 5.) in
father and son of the lfollowing generation. The similarity between the
patterns forming *he two links of each pail" is, indeed, not very great,
but the close correspondence between both pairs as a whole is in itself
a strong indication of a genetic relation between both these patterns.
The whole series of patterns here considered seems, indeed, to be
nothing but a series of different stages of development of o'm and the
same genotypical design containing the factors necessary for the elliptic
shape (E) and for the twisting tendency (T). The difference between the
patterns depends, partly at least, upon the third group of factors necessary
for the development of papillary patterns, those of their quantitative
value.
I may also mention that the pictures shown in Fig. 31 are not the
only ones from this same family which correspond in the manner above
described. Many others were folmd, in other indi~duals and upon other
fingers of the individuals already represented. Similar pictures might
fm'ther be found also in any family in which 'the papillary patterns have
a twisting tendency combined with an elliptic shape.
Corresponding series of pictm'es might also easily be demonstrated
from other families with e.g. circular patterns (C), which again may be
either twisted (T) or regular (R). It will, however, be stffficient to draw
the attention of the reader once again *o the pictures demonstrated in
Fig. 14 (p. 40) from various fingers of a pair of twins (1,12 and 1, la) with
circular, twisted patterns, as well as to Fig. 16 (p. 42) from two generations
of another family (Faro. 1,4) also with circular, twisted patterns. The
difference between "~he two latter groups of patterns and that of Fig. 31
(also represented in Fig. 17) is a~ once conspicuous.
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@) Minor characteristics of patte~'ns.
In the analysis of papillary patte1~as, besides the characters mentioned regarding the whole shape of the pattern, one meets with
minor details i in the alTangement of the papillary ridges. Some of these
are certainly heritable, being found in groups of nearly related individuals. I shall here only, by demonstrating a few examples, draw the
attention to such characteristics, being confident that our knowledge
of them will rapidly increase through a fm'ther analysis of any new
matel~al.
The pictures of Fig. 32 are ~aken from a woman (Nr. 5,2) and her
nephew (Nr. 5, a2).

Fig. 32. Finger-patterns from a woman (6, 2) and her nephew (5, ,~),
all showing the same minor characteristics.

In the pattern of digit III 1. of this woman, we find a special form
of double loop (so-called "lateral pocket loop") in which the two loops
are not, as usual, spirally twisted rolmd each o'ther, but have their axes
running out parallel towards one side of the pattern, as in ~ common
Not to be confounded with the minuliae of eachsingle l~dge, so important to the
identification of individuals,
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single loop. The doubleness of %he loops is in this case shown at ghe ~op
only, where the upper loop, longer than the other, bends down so as ~o
form a sor'~ of mantle round the lower one. Both digigs III of her nephew
have patterns which would be classified as loops, bu~ wi~h irregulari'gies
in '~he course of gheir ridges very obviously recalling the characgerisgic
pattern of ghe aunt. The slighg irregularity of digit II 1. of %he aung,
one single ridge turning backwards to form a giny loop over the gop of
another, a peculiarity which, if isolaged, easily might escape observagion,
should probably also be looked upon as a trace of.this same characteristic.
Another example of such minor characgerisgics is shown in Fig. 33,
all ghe patterns of this figure being, however, found in one individual

Fig. 33. ,Three pan,reals from ~he fingers of one individlla] (1, ~ss),
showing mixmr eh~rae~m~s~ies.

only (Nr. 1,252) and no heredity being as yet perceived. The firsg picgure
(digig II 1".). shows, as in ghe above example, a special configatration of
double loops, bpth being of very low value. The central parg of the
paggern is formed by a small loop consisging of three ridges in all, and
opening towards ghe ulnar side of ghe finger. Another loop, opening
gowards ghe radial side, here again forms a sorg of mantle rolmd the gop
of the former; ghis second loop is, however, peculiarly poinged ag igs sop,
where, of three converging lines, two unige ag an acuge angle. The
nexg picture (digig III 1.) shows another configatragion bnilg upon ghe same
design. Instead of ghe lower loop we here find in ghe cengre of ghe paggern
a few highly arched lines, running from side to side Of ghe patgern, bug
giving somewhag the same ougline as ghe cengral loop of the patgern of
digig I I r . Above this arch we find, again, ghe mantle loop, opening here
towards ghe ulnar side of ghe finger, bug having ag ghe ogher side the same
peculiarly poinged gop formed by converging ridges meeging ag an acute
angle. The ghird picture finally, digit IV t". of the same individuai, would
alone scarcely have called for our attention; ig would in the general
classificagion be considered a common loop. Bug even here we find some
faing indications of the same plan, which is more conspicuously presenged
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in the two other patterns. In the loop, now before us, we find again a
few central ridges rlmning parallel out 'towards the ulnar side of the
finger; but these lines are at their top surrounded by a group of other
ridges (representing the mantle loop?), running at one end parallel out
~owards the ulnar side, while at the other end the ridges converge so as
to form a mantle round the central loop.
An attentive consideration of the three pictures here described will
show the direction of the t~wo loops to vary from one pattern to the
other. Such inversion, however, is not surprising when we consider first,
that upon digit II we very often find a change of direction of any patterntype, the radial direction being here very common, and, secondly, that
very low-valued patterns may, upon any finger, vary considerably with
regard to direction. As mentione~l above, the hereditary character of the
peculiarity described has in this case not been proved. The family of the
mother has, however, not yet been investigated, and from my experience
in other families I should think it very probable that similar peculiarities might be folmd there.
Finally, an example may be given oi minor characteristics of a very
different type. Fig. 3~ gives patterns from mother and son, both patterns

Fig. 34. Finger-patternsfrom mother (1, ~) and son (1, ~1), representing
small, symmetricalwhorls.
representing a relatively rare type, that namely of low-valued, but
nevertheless symmetrical whorls. Generally the symmetry of a whorldesign is lost as soon as the pattern is more or less checked in its development, one delta 0n]y reaching its designed distance ik'om the centre.
The occurrence of such rare pictures in mother and son is a fact which
may perhaps indicate its hereditary nature.
What has been said above about such minor characteristics of papillary
patterns is, as yet, insufficient to justify definite conclusions. It ought to
be considered only as an introduction to a chapter on the heredity of
papillary patteras, which for its accomplishment needs future investiga-
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tion of a,blmdant and thoroughly analysed lnaberia]. As mentioned
already by Cevidalli (1911) such investigation may prove important as
a means of indicating relationship between individuals.

(c) Direction of Finge~'-Patte~'ns.
The indications radial and ulnar have in the literature of papillary
patterns been used for loops only. Statistical results have (see Table
IX ~_) for all human races investigated proved a high proportion of radial
loops to be one of %he specific characteristics of digit II, and we have
(p. 30) suggested a causal connection to exist between this occurrence
of radial loops and the importance of the radial side of the finger-ball of
this special finger as worldng opposed to the 'thumb.
The indications radial and ulnar ought, however, by the same right
to be applied also to all patterns transitional between symmetrical
whorls and loops, the direction of the reduced pattern being always
distinctly characterised through the number of ridges upon each side
between the triradius and the centre of the pattern (see p. 48). Even
with regard to the arches, a number of patterns exist in which one
triradius is still present, indicating a certain direction of 'these patterns
also. For any discussion, therefore, of 'the question of heredity of
pattern-direction, not only the loops but also the whorls and arches
should be taken into consideration.
A statistical survey of the patte1~-direction is given in Table X X I
including 1740 fingers. A relatively small number of whorls and arches
(9.89 per cent. of all patterns) are absolutely symmetrical. Besides these
we find of ulnar patterns 1372, or 78.85 per cent., while only 196 patterns
(11.26 per cent.) are radial. The distribution of radial patterns upon each
of the ten fingers is very unequal, the great majority (76 per cent.) being,
as was the case also with radial loops, found upon digit II, somewhat
more upon right hands than upon lefts. 13.3 per cent. of radial patterns
are found upon digit III, 8.2 per cent. on digit I, 2.5 per cent. on digit IV,
and on digit V none.
Symmetrical patterns are found also to have their maximum frequency (33 per cent.) upon digit II, and upon digit u their minimum
(3.5 per cent.). But the difference between these two extremes is not
nearly so wide as was the case with the radial patterns.
The ulnar patterns, including 78.85 per cent. of all fingers, consequently find their maximum at digit V (24.9 per cent.), while .digit II
presents their minimum (10.4 per cent.).
A discussion of heredity in Tattern-di~'ectionmust, of course, be based
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upon this knowledge of their gtatistical occurrence upon different fingers.
Thus, digit II, of which the great frequency of radial patterns seems to
be characteristic, ought not to be made the basis for hereditary investigation of this point. The question to be solved is, rather, that of the
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ra~'ely occurring ~'aclial patte~'ns upon other fingers, e.g. digits I or III,
whether or not their occurrence is due to heredity.
Radial patterns upon digit III occur, in the whole material of 348
hands, 26 times in all, but in the pedigrees only in 12 individuals, four of
whom belong to one family (mother, 7,4 and three children, 7,r
7,45), five to another (three si,cJters, 5,2-5,3-5,4, and two children,
5,21-5, s2, of one of them). In ~wo other families (Fares. 3 and 4) radial
patterns upon digit III of one (3,11) or two (4,12, 4,112) individuals are
found besides symmetrical patterns on the same finger of others (0,
3,1, 3,11 and 4,1, 4, m) belonging to the same branch of the family. In
other families, as e.g. the great Faro. 1, no case of radial pattern upon
digit III occurs.
Radial patterns upon digit III may in rare cases (5,22) be accompanied by the same direction of pattern also upon digit IV.
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This concentration of examples of a relatively rare pattern-direction
within certain family branches seems to indicate the hereditary nature
of this character.
The observations are, however, as yet too scanby to allow definibe
conclusions to be drawn with regard to herediby.
The occurrence of radial pabterns upon digit I is still more rare than
upon digit III, ]6 cases only having been observed in the 348 hands
(4.6 per cent. o~ all digits I). The two fingers mentioned seem to be independent of each other with regard to their pattern-direction, in so far
as in my material the radial direction of their patterns occurs in different
family branches. Thus in Faro. 1, in which no case occm's of radial
patterns upon digit III, no less than seven individuals exist with a radial
direction of their patterns upon digit I.
Here, however, no case indicates a simple dominant heredity from
one generation to the next. The occurrence of radial patterns upon digit I
is, indeed, so intimately connected with the existence of more or less
developed double loops, that I can scarcely look upon it as any independently hereditary character.
CHAPTER ~.

FINGER-PATTERNS OF IDENTICALTWINS.
Discussion on heredity of patterns has, especially by Wilder (1904 b,
]908, 1916, 1919) and Poll (1914) been based upon an investigation of
such structures in presumably identical (duplicate) twins. In my
material such twins also occur, and it may be of interest, by an investigation of their patterns, to control the results reached with regard to the
Val~OUS hereditary characters. If such characteristics have been seen
in one of a pair of identical twins, they ought also to be folmd similarly
developed in the other, while conversely special peculiarities found in
the patterns of both twins oughb, for tlfis reason, very probably to be
considered as hereditary.
The authors agree in the result that the patterns of twins are never
fully identical. Thus Wilder, studying the whole configuration of the
pahns, declares (1919, p. 4]]): "The correspondence in the friction-skin
configuration is confined to the general plan of the surface as a whole
and does nob extend in the least to the finer details, the 'minutiae' of
Galton." And Poll has during his investigation of finger-prints of
identical twins reached a similar result, saying (1914, .p. 95): "Imln~er
l~ommen lediglich Almlichkeiten in Frage, also teJlweise Gleichheiten,
begleitet ~md untermischt yon Unterscldedlichkeiten."
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Wilder (1904 b), after having investigated nine sets of true duplicates ,
mentions as features of special interes~ (p. 440): "(1) ~he tendency ~o
a symme'~ry between the two sides, which appears ~o be far grea~er than
among other individuals, and (2) the mysterious reversal of index
patterns of one hand or the other." The view first mentioned was maintained by Wilder not only for the finger-pag~erns but, more especially
perhaps, for the markings of ~he whole palms which have been thoroughly
investigated by him.
With regard ~o the reversal of the index-pattern Wilder refers ~o
the theory of transposition of viscera in twins 1, and especially Ba~eson's
statemen~ (1894) that the '~ransposition need not necessarily be a complete one. He adds, however (p. ~142): " B u t why the 'transposi'~ion should
affect one finger alone, or why that finger should aiways be the index,
these are at present qltestions beyond solution." This same question
is touched by Wilder also in later papers. Thtts in his very valuable paper
of 1916 he maintains (p.. 211) for twins of the true duplicate type as a
condition "not absolutely constant, but frequently noted, a reversal
of the pa~tern of the index fingers in 'the two individuals, allotting either
the two right hands or the two lef~ hands, or occasionaily both sets."
In view of the statisl~ical evidence given in this pap.er the occun'ence
of reversal of the index pattern wili not surprise, such reversal being.
acknowledged asa common characteristic of all human races investigated.
According to my experience it does not occur more frequently in twins
than in other persons; nor does it occm' so schematically distributed upon
the hands of twins as maintained by Wilder. Here, as elsewhere, a
reversal of the pattern upon the index may often be fmmd' upon one
hand only, without being found in the corresponding finger of the other
twin (see, e.g., Fig. 36, digit II 1.).
The question of symmetry in duplicate twins is elucidated also by
the work of Newman and Pattersonon the deveiopment of the Armadilio
quadruplets, and especially that of Newman (1915-16) upon heredity
of sen{e, anomalies. Duplicate twins as well as quadruplets, being
originally parts of one developing tmity, mu~st originally aiso have formed
parts of one common system of symmetry. Applied to the papillary
patterns this implies that a pair of identical twins ought to represent,
one the fingers of an original right hand, ~he other those of the ieft. But
after their separation each individual will, as shown by Newm. an.for
Armadillos, develop a new system of symmetry between the antim.edc
1 This question h~a l~t,er been grouted, for artificially produced t~wins of Traitor,,by
Spemann and Fr~lkonberg(19!9).
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halves of their body. The originat Symn~etry between twins will, therefore, in part only, be retained, and in part obliterated by the new antimerit symmetry. "It appears to be a good general rule," says Newman
(1916, p. 203), "~liat ~he earlier the separation the more complete is the
reorganization of symmetry relations in the separated individuals and
the less the residuum of the original common symmetry."
This question about the symmetry of identical twins is one of great
general interest. Some new facts regarding it will be given below...
Poll (1914) proposes as a basis of Comparison of fingcr-pat~erns a
sort of scale marldng three different grades of similarity. He says (p. 96) :
"Der h6chste, drit~e, Grad der )i_hnlichkeit kennzeichnet sich durch
gleichzeitiges Zusammentrei~en yon Gleichhei~, (1) des Mustertypus oder
der MustervarieNit selbst, (2) der Stilart der Musterzeichnung, (3) der
Zahlenklasse der zur Bildung des Musters verwandten Papillarlinien.
"Ahnfichkei t zweiten Grades wird angenommen wenn Muster und Stil
iibereinstimmen, die GrSssenklassen der Leistenzahlen aber verschieden
sind.
"Jkhnlichkeit ersten oder niedersten Grades finder start, wenn sich
nur die Muster als solche in Typus and Unterart gleichen."
From the point of view maintained in th~ preceding chapters the
"type" or even "variety" of the pattern should, in a discussion of natural
relationship between patterns, hardly be made the basis of comparison.
The same genotypical plan may, according to special characteristics of
each fingerTbal !, be developed, to a whorl upon digit IV, while upon digLt V
it would a~i)ear as an ulnar loop, and on digit I perhaps as a double loop.
The t~o a@er characters mentioned by Poll, ' der Stilart ' and ' die
Zahlenklas~e',:' which probably correspond to the design and the quantitative value'of this paper, will, however, if systematically applied to all
patterns, give a fully su~cient basis of compal~son. Upon this point
my invest!gation of the patterns of twins has fully supported the views
maintaine~t in the previous chapters.
The nt~mber of twins contained in my material amounts to 31 pairs
of unise~:(~al twins, mostly school children. Out of these twins, ten pairs
(Group IV of Fig. 35) should, without doubt, be considered as being only
fraternal, because of their very slight facial similarity. Tlfirteen other
pairs (Groups II and III) with a more or less conspicuous similarity
have been grouped as being questionable, the resemblance being, however, in seven of them (Group II) so great that ~hese should very probably
be considered as identical twins. This is the case also with the remaining
eight pairs of my twin material (Group I), in which the facial similarity
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is very striking. 9
althongh no definite information has been
obtained with regard :~o the mono- or di.zygotic origin of ~he twins, I
shall probably not be wrong in considering the 15 last-named pairs
(Groups I and II of lq'ig. 35) as representing identical twins, while the
o%her 16 pairs (Groups III and IV) are looked upon as fraternal twins.
The quanbitative values of all the twins, arranged into groups in the
9 way just mentioned, are shown in Fig. 35, where the values of each twin
pair has been marked upon a horizontal line in the same manner as that
used for the families of Fig. 29 ct-b.
Fig. 35 proves a close correspondence to e~sb between the general
resemblance (identity?) of the two members of a twin pair and the
resemblance also of their quantitative pattern:values. A comparison
of the twin pairs of Group I with those of Group IV gives a clear demonstra~ion of 'bids fact, while the more questionable groups, II and III,
with regard to the quantitative values, illustrate transitions between
these two extremes. In Group I several twin pairs prove, indeed, to have
quantitative pattern-values very nearly identical. In view of the fact
that the two hands of one and the same individual very seldom are exactly
alike, and that they often may show considerable difference with regard
to their quantitative values, the correspondence just mentioned between
the two members of one twin pair provides a remarkable demonstl'ation
of symmetry between identical twins.
According to the l:esults of Wilder an {musual degree of symmetry
was to be expected not only between the patterns of the two members
of a twin pair, but also between the two sides of each twin individual.
I have, in my material, seen man,y examples of such symmetry between
right and left hs
of twins; indeed, I believed at first that my own
results upon the finger-patterns supportecl the view maintained by Wilder
for the marldngs of the whole palms. A more thorough consideration of
this question has proved the symmetry of pattern-values between right
and left hands of twins to be not'essentially different from that of single
individuals.
The symmetrical relations of twins with regard, to their patterns are
illustrated by the figures given in Table XXII, which again have been
utilised for a calculation of the coefficients of correlation given in Table
XXIII. A comparison, first, between ~rbitrarily paired unrelated
individuals (column I of Table XXII) will, of course, give a very. low
coefficient of correlation, in our case ~"= - 0.27 • 0.128. The correlation
of pattern-values between brothers and sisters (column II) is, however,
considerably higher, ~"= 0.595 • 0.118, and for our material of fraternal
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twins a coei~icient of colTelation is found (r = 0.535 • 0.082) very similar
to that of single brothers and sisters. The 15 pairs of identical (?) twins
give, finally, an example of a remarkably high correlation, the coeificient
here amounting to 0.924 • 0.037--a correlation, indeed, which fully
equals and even slightly exceeds that found for the values of right and
left hands of identical twins (column IV), r = 0.86 • 0.027, or of single
persons (column V), r = 0.886 • 0.039.
Unrelated individuals
Brothers and sisters
Fraternal~wlns
Identical twins
Hands of iden~ic,~l ~wins
~ a n d s of single persons

[Table X X I I , column I]
[
,,
,, II]
[
,,
,, I I I ]
[
,,
,, IV]
[
,,
,, IV]
[
,,
,, V]

30 pub's
30 , ,
16 , ,
15 ,
30 individuals
30 ,,

r=
r=
r=
r=
r=
r=

-0.270-t=0.128
+0.595=t=0.118
+0.5355=0.082
+0.9245=0.037
-I-0-860=1=0-027
+0.8865=0.039

TAnn~ X X I I I . Coefficients of col~'ela~ion for ~he paggern-values of pairs of individuals
and of righ~ and lefg hands.

A correlation between the pattern-values of identical twins, as here
demonstrated, very strongly supports the assumption of the quantitative
value of the finger-patterns being an hereditary character.
The result of a comparisqn of the correlation between pairs of identical
twins with that between right and left hands is further in perfect agreement with the view maintained by Newman that in a pair of identical
twins each individual represents, as it were, one side of the original
system of symmetry. While for the more vital organs a new system of.
symmetry has been developed within each twin, the original symmetry
seems to have been kept with regard to the finger-patterns, in the same
way as it has, according to Wilder, also been kept with regard to the
general existence of papillary patterns upon the whole palms.
With regard to the design of the finger-patterns, our twin material,
again, fully supports the view held in this paper of its being determined
through two independent, hereditary characters (factors, or group of
factors), namely, in the first place the circular or the elliptic shape of the
pattern, and in the second place the regular, approximately concentric
development of ridges, opposed to the tendency to twist. Within the,
presumably, identical twins each of the two members of a pair have
always either both a circular pattern-shape (eight cases), or both have
elliptical shapes (three cases), while in four pairs bo~sh members have a
median shape. In the same way the tendency to twist occurs, if present,
always in both members of a Swin-pair, in three pairs combined wi~h a
circular pattern-shape, in ~wo others with an elliptical one, and in four
pairs, finally, with a median shape of the patterns. In the remaining
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six pairs the development of ~he patterns is regnlar. It should in ~his
connection be remembered, that a correspondence of the pattern-design
]s often found also among ordinary sisters and brothers, it is therefore
not at all surprising to find it among twins. The constancy of correspondence, however, within the whole group of identical (?) twins
deserves here to be emphasised, especially in view of the fact that within
the group of fratel~al twins (16 pairs) no less than five pairs exist with
essential differences of pattern-design.
It is of great interest also to look at the minor characteristics of the
finger-patterns of twin-pairs. They are not at all always alike, nor indeed
are those of right and left hands; but we not infrequently (three or
fore" times among our 15 pairs) find cases in which the similarity between
the fingers of the four hands is very striking.
In one twin-pair (see Fig. 14, p. 50) we find, for instance, especially
upon digits I and II, in part also upon digit IV, a very interesting display
of all grades of development of, as it were, one and the same pair of double
loops. Both loops may be well developed, or only one of them, and even
this one may (digit II) be so faintly visible, 'that the pattern would, in
practical classification, be considered an arch. But, after all, all these
patterns are so alike with regard to the whole coltrse of the ridges that,
as mentioned before, the central part of one pattern might be cut out
and placed upon nearly any one of the others and fit very well into their
peripheral ridges. Even the patterns of the other fingers, partly shown in
Fig. 11 (p. 37), which show all stages of development between the arch and
the single loop, display the same plan in the whole cours e of their ridges.
I may add in this connection, that in my whole matelial of about 200
individuals, no single one exists whose finger-pattenls might be interchanged with those of this twin-pair. The patterns of their father have
the same main course .of the ridges as found in this twin-pair; he has
upon his first fingers also double loops exceedingly similar to those of
Nr. 1,13. But none of the minor characteristics displayed upon the
other fingers of the twins are found in the patterns of their father.
Two other twin-pairs, the fingers of which are also strikingly alike,
are shown in Figs. 36 and 37. In both pairs each right finger of one twin
can be directly compared with the same finger of the other, and so also
with 'the fingers of the left hands~ Two exceptions only are found from
ghis rule, both in the twin-pair, Nrs. 165 and 166 (Fig. 36). One is seen in
digit I where the symmetry found in the other fingers is replaced by a
mirror symmetry, the very characteristic double loops of the right side
of Nr. 165 being found on the left hand of Nr. 166. The other exception
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fl'om full symmetry is that of a reversal of the pattern fl'om an ulnar
to a radial direction upon the left digit II of Nr. 165, a phenomenon
so often met with upon this finger.
On the whole the results obtained through an investigation of my
twin-matelJa] have proved to be valuable not' only as a control, but also
as a support for the suggestions made in this paper with regard to the
heredity of papillary patterns.
Before finishing I may mention that I have had an opportunity
of investigaJ;ing the finger-patterns of a series of polydactylous individuals, belonging to the family desclJbed by Sverdrup (1922), included
in Faro. 4 of this paper.
A similar investigation has been made also by Wilder (1904) upon
two individuals with a double thumb. " I had naturally expected,
priori," he says (p. 453), "that the patterns of the two right thumbs
would prove to be duplicates of one another, but such is by no means the
case."
In the five individuals investigated by me, the polydactyly was postaxial; a duplication of the p~ttems of digit V might, therefore, possibly
be expected. My result was, however, like that of Wilder, absolutely
negative, no duplication existing.
This negative result agrees very well with the view maintained in this
paper of a causal connection between ~he shape of the finger-ball and the
pattern found upon it. The extra fingers of polydactylous individuals
very seldom have their balls quite normally developed, a fact which
must influence the configuration of the papillary pattern.
~UMMAI~Y.

(1) A s~atistical investigation of the finger-prints of 24,518 Norwegian
criminals has proved the different pattern-types to occm"in the following
percentage of all fingers: whorls 25.65 per cent., radial loops 5.81 per cent.,
ulnar loops 61.14 per cent. and arches 7.4 per cent. Their distribution
proved to be characteristic of each of the ten fingers, the whorls reaching
their maximal occurrence upon digits I and IV of right hands, the arches
and the radial loops upon digit II, while the ulnar loops are most numerous
upon digit III and, even more so, upon digit u (see Tables I and II).
(2) A comparison with similar statistics found in literature and based
on other human races proved the total numerical occm'rence of each
pattern-type tO be characteristic of each race investigated (Table V).
The distribution of each type upon the various fingers proved, however
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in all races to show ~he ,~ame characteristics as ill the :Norwegian material
(Tables u
).
(3) A thorough analysis of tJ~e finger-patterns Of c a . 200 individuals,
showing a complete series of transitions between the pattern-types of
Galton (Figs. 10-17), has, for a study of heredity, proved the necessity of
finding a basis of classification which gives a more de~ailed expression of
the design and development of each pattern, as well as of the natural
relations between di~eren~ patterns.
(~l) The same analysis has, further, proved the existence in ~he phenotypical appearance of finger-pa~terns of three independently varying
characters, the design of patberns being determined through (1) the
circular-elliptical.shape together with (2) the presence or absence of a
tendency to twist, that is, to form double loops or ~heir derivatives.
Besides the design, the (3) quantitative value, varying independently
of the two characters mentioned, is always a prominent feature of the
pattern.
(5) A classification of all patterns has been based upon ridge-counting,
the shape and the quantitative value of each pattern being treated separately (Chapter 5, Pls. I and II). The characteristics of each individual are,
finally, determined by a consideration of those of the ten fingers (Tables
XI and XII) and have, together,with the quantitativevalues of each finger,
been introduced into the pedigrees (Fig. 23, Pls. III and IV).
(6) The quantitative values of separate fingers seem within each
individual to be subject to some restriction with regard to their range of
variation, all having, ordinarily, either relatively low or relatively high
values (Table XIII). A certain quantitative pattern-value has, therefore,
been supposed to be characteristic of each individual, while the varying
appearance of the patterns upon the ten fingers should be seen in causal
connection with the shape of each finger-ball.
(7) This view is supported also by a comparison between the
very irregular variation-curves of the quantitative finger-values (Figs.
24-27), and the approximately @mmetl'ieal curve of individual values
(Fig. 28), proving the fluctuating variation of finger-patterns to be
equa]ised when the patterns are grouped as belonging to separate individuals.
(8) The variation curve of individual values (Fig. 28) proves the
very low aS well as the very high values to be of rare occurrence; heredity
of the quantitative value is, therefore, indicated by the fac~ that nearly
related individuals have been found to have such rare values.
This assumption of heredity is further supported through a con-
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sideration of a series of family groups, graphically represented in
Figl 29 a-b.
The relation between the wlues o~ parents and children within e~ch
of these groups, together with the symmetrical curve :formed by the values
of the whole population (Fig. 30, Tables XIV-XVI), indicates the type
of heredity to be one based upon multiple factors.
(9) The circular (C)-elliptic (E) shape of finger-patterns as well as
minor characteristics have, by an analysis of pedigrees (Fig. 23, Pls. I I I
and IV, Table XVII) and patterns (Figs. 31-3r proved to be hereditary.
The mode of inheritance could not be definitely decided, although it
seems not improbable that E and C represent a pair of allelomorphs
(factors or factor-groups), and that E is the dominan~.
9(10) ~]~hetendency to twist (T), which ordinarily is folmd most fully
developed upon digi'~ I (Tables XVIII and XIX), has in the same way
(Table XX) been proved to be hereditary. Although the mode of inheritance could not be definitely decided, indications exist that T is
dominant over R the regtfiar, lmtwisted condition.
(11) With regard to the direction of finger-patterns no heredity has
as yet been demonstrated. The ulnar direction is by far the most common,
while on digi~ II a reversal to a radial direction is very often folmd
(Table XXI).
(12) An investigation of the finger-patterns of twins, among which
15 pairs are considered identical, has upon all points supported the views
here maintained with regard to the heredity of the quantitative value
as well as of the whole design of finger-patterns (Figs. 35-37).
The coefficients of correlation for pattern-values (Tables XXII,
XXIII) prove the correlation between the values of identical twins to
equal that between the values of right and left hands of single individuals.
(13) In polydacty]ous individuals the pattern of the extra finger was
not folmd to be a duplication of the neighbouring finger.
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E X P L A N A T I O N OF PLATES.
P l s . I, I I .

Examples of classification of finger.patterns (see Chapter 5).

O~ the 2atlerns. O, CClltl'e of the pattern; R, l'acHal; U, nLuar side of the finger; a-b, breadth,
c-d, lmight, of the pattern.
~c~ow ~ s ~](t[~.s~'~zs. ~', ilUlnber of ridges between tl'il'~dii 8,11d centre, the first l~gUl'e representing the radiM side of the 1)attOl'll; V, CJUalltitative vahle of the 1)attel'll, detol'mlned
B
aS the lllc(lium between the two class-values of tlle pattern-sides; ~ , shape-index,
meaning tlle relation between breadth and height of the pattern, both expressed ill mm.
According to the size of this relation the pattern-shape is cllaracterised as C, circular;
E, elliptic; or M, median. Twisting tendency of the ridges is expressed by a 5~' besides
tile C, E or M.
P l s . I I I , IV. Pedigrees showing tile design and r
value of finger-patterns
of individuals belonging to Fams. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7.
For each person the individual characteristics are noted (underlined); below this line tlle
quantitative values of all tell fingers are noted ill two vertical cohlmns, the ill'St cohimn
representing the fingers o[ the right hand, the second cohimn those of the left. Within
each colunm the values of digits I - V are noted in a series from above downwards.
:Below the class-values of the fingel'-pattel'llS, finally, a figure is found in brackets;
this is the "uncorrected" quantitative vMue of each individual (cf. p. 55).
The numeration of individuals is within all the pedigrees carried out according to the
decimal-system used in "Inst. f. arv. forsl~ling" of the University of I~l'istiallia (see
Sverdrup, 1922, p. 218).
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